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Summary

Designing systems is an ever growing problem due to the increased possibilities of today's

technology. The use of a structured approach can facilitate this development and may
improve the productivity. Ward and Mellor described a method for the development of

real time systems in software.

The method comprises three steps. First an essential model is put up, in which one focuses

on the required functionality without bothering about the implementation technology. After

that the implementation model is derived in which information about the implementation

technology is incorporated. Finally one can do the actual implementation. In case of

Ward/Mellor this means writing lines of code for a machine with ( a number of )
microprocessor(s), running on a certain operating system.

On the basis of such an essential model an implementation model was derived by using

guidelines and heuristics. As an implcmentation technology we used the so-called Message

Based Operating System (MBOS), running on a personal computer. The constraints

introduced by this operating system were identified and brought into the essential model.

Finally the in this way obtained implementation model was implemented by writing code.

The proposed method has been tested wUh two examples and tumcd out to be very useful.

The operating system seems to be very employable in the translation of the model into

code, taking into account some constraints. It was howcver difficult to prove that the

originally described behaviour in the essential model is equal to the behaviour of the

actual running system. This is due to thc abstract level of describing elements and

behaviour. A more formal technique than pre- and postcondition in a naturallanguage or

Structured English could be a solution, but may confine thc creativity of the designer.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Designing systems is an ever growing problem due to the increased possibilities of today's
technology. It's not longer easy to build a correct system ad hoc, but one should use a
structured approach like the one descrihed by Ward/Mellor [War85]. They proposed a method
to facilitate the development of real-time systems.

Real-time systems have the following characteristics:
they react to certain events in their environment within a predefined response time;
they respond to those events in a predetermined way;
usually real-time systems are very reliable.

Designing such a real-tirne system in the way proposcd by Ward/Mellor comprises a numbcr
of steps. First it's suggested to draw 'up an essential model in which one must focus on the
required functionality without bothering about the implementation technology. After this is
done one can incorporate details about the implementation technology into the essential model.
The resulting diagram is called the implementation model. Finally one can start writing lines
of code ( figure 1.1 ).

essential
-+

implementation r+ coding
model model the system

Figure 1.1 Steps in the design of a system

Sometimes the derivation of the essential model and the implementation model can he done
in parallel. When it is for example already known for sure on which processor the systcm
must he implemented, it is useless to first derive an essential model and ignoring this
inforrnation, hefore drawing the implementation model.

In this report we will assume the existcnce of an essential model. We will use it as a starting
point for the derivation of the implementation model and eventually the realisation of the
system to he designed. The implementation that will he discussed is purely focused on
software: we will descrihe the use of an operating system to implement the diagrams of the
model.

In chapter 2 we will start with a short introduction to essential diagramming techniques. After
that we will discuss a general approach for the derivation of the implementation model,
keeping in mind that we are trying to make a software implementation on the basis of an
operating system. Next we will he discussing operating systems in genera! and operating
systems especially designed or useful to implement the essential diagrams. The use of one
operating system, the so-called Message Based Operating System (MBOS), will he worked out
further in chapters 5 and 6. Finally we will draw some conc1usions.

The appendices contain some examples of the usage of MBOS, namely a programmabie room
temperature controller and an elevator scheduler/controller. The essential model of this last
example can he found in [You89]. Parts of these examples will also he used throughout the
report.
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Chapter 2 Essential diagramming techniques

§ 2.1 IntroductIon

Tbe first step in the design of a real-time system is the derivation of an essential model. In
this essential model we formulate the functional requirements of the system to be designed.
We do not hother ahout the implementation technology that will be used, but try to
concentrate on the essentials. We attempt to put in words and diagrams what we want to
design. Tbe next step will focus on how we will be implementing the system.

Tbe essential model that will describe the functionality of the system consists of a number of
components. Tbese will be discussed in the next paragraph. After that we will formulate a
number of heuristics and guidelines that should be kept in mind during the development of
the model. It is not my intention to give a complete review of the essential modelling issues.
For that, one can take a look at the hooks of WanJ/Mellor [War85]. A complete abstract of
the method can be found in [Hey92]. I will restrict myself to a short introduction to some
important issues.

After ( or sometimes parallel to ) the derivation of the essential model, it's possible to start
with the next step on the way to a running system, namely the derivation of the
implementation model. This however is the subject of the next chapter.

§ 2.2 Components of the essential model

Tbe complete essential model should consist of a number of components to give a complete
view of the system to be designed. These components are an event list, a context schema, a
transformation schema and a data dictionary. These elements will be discussed in lhe next
sections.

2.2.1 The event list

The event list contains an enumeration of extemal events to which to system should respond.
An extemal event occurs in the system's environment. This event evokes a certain response
from the system. Tbe event list thercfore usually contains lhe desired response to a certain
event. This extemal event can be pinpointed in time.

It is of great importance to formulate the event list as complete as possible, as it is a basis for
the derivation of the remainder of the essential model and of the system to be designed. 50
whenever an important event is forgotten, this may lead to an incorrect system.

One may obtain the event list in a number of ways. A possibility is to take a brainstorming
approach, in which one tries to formulate every event thinkabie and consider the importance
of it for the system to be designed. H's also possible to take a look at the objects in the
system's environment, for example lhe sensors or actors, or the things upon which the system
must react. Out of these one can also derive an event list. Finally, if we have already an
accurate context schema ( section 2.2.2 ) it's possible to use this as a basis for the formulation
of an event list.

8



2.2.2 The context schema

The context schema is a graphical depiction of the environment in which the system should
operate. A context schema defines the system boundaries and therefore limits what we exactly
have to build. Therefore it is of great significance to define this context precisely.

An example of the notation. used in the context schema. is given in the figure below.

Ierminalor 1 termlnalor 2

lermlnalor 3

Figure 2.1 Example of a context schema

The context schema has one centra! bubble which models the system to he designed. This
bubble is surrounded by a number of boxes. the so-called tenninators. A tenninator represents
something outside the system boundary with which the system interacts. The communication
between the system and the tenninators is retlected by flows ( see also 2.2.3 ). The direction
of the arrow indicates the direction of the communication. A store ( see 2.2.3 ) in the context
schema represents data that is being shared between the system and a tenninator.

A context schema may be expanded to show the interface technology. This should be hidden
in a tenninator. Because we are deriving an essential model we should exclude this interface
technology from the system itself. A tenninator thus may rcpresent another system and can
better be called a virtual tenninator ( figure 2.2 ).

Figure 2.2 A virtual terminator

The virtual terminator is constructed out of an actual tenninator, for example a temperature
sensor, and some kind of processing, indicated by the bubble. This can for instance he an
analog to digital converter. The output of the virtual terminator may be used by the actual
system to be designed and the output of the system is usabie by the tenninator.
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2.2.3 The transformatIon schema

The context diagram as previously discussed represents the environment in which the system
operates. The functionality of the system itself can be further described in the transformation
schema. A transformation schema denotes graphically how the flows that cross the system
border are processed. The total system is described by a set of diagrams, constructed in a
hierarchical way.

All symbols that may be used in these diagrams are depicted in the following rathcr artificial
diagram.

continuous
ft...

I)'slllm ...u p1•.~= i .
..ablel '. .~~~'!:~.

lIIka disabI. ~ •

~~~.'.~anag.•••••••••••••••"!..... ~ ..
• ' . MW sampI.. -.

'me aval" : «Jntal .:

· ~:~~ry

..- :

~~••·~9W

'~
Figure 2.3 Example transformation schema

Data transformations

Data are processed by the so-called data transformatio/ls. They are depictcd with a labellcd
circle. The name is chosen to represent the function that is being carried out. It is assumed that
the function is carried out instantancously and takes no time. This idealiscd assumption is in
accordancc with the object of modelling thc essentials of thc systcm without paying attention
to technology and its restrictions.

Contro) transformations

The circle with the dotted Hne represents a control transformation. A control transformation
can control other transformations ( both data and control ). This means that it may
enable/disable and trigger other transformations. lts opcration may he furthcr dcscribcd by a
statediagram like the one depicted in the following figure for the control transformation of
figure 2.3.

roady

,,,Iom sllJtlown
cisablo 'manage *na'

Figure 2.4 Example of a statediagram
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A control transformation is in a certain state. This state can be changed on the reception of
events. The condition on what event the state is changed, is given above thc line. The action
that is then taken is written down below the line.

Flows

Communication between the transformations is indicated by arrows, the so-calledflows. The
direction of the arrow shows the direction of the communication. There are different types of
flows: a continuous data flow, a discrete data flow and an event flow.

A (time-)continuous data flow represents system data/information that exists at every instant
in a time intervaL It mostly represents a characteristic of the physical environment like
temperature or voltage. This type of flow is indicated by a double arrowhead.

In contrast to the continuous data flow, there is a flow that exists only at individual points in
time and has no value at other times. This is the so-called (time-)discrete flow, shown with
a single arrowhead.

In the previous types of flows something could be transported, like data, but also energy or
material, so the contents are important. There is however a third type of flow, the event flow.
An event flow does not transport contents but only its occurrence is important. It indicates that
something has happened or gives a commando These event flows are depicted as dotted flows
with a single arrowhead.

The assumption is made that all kind of flows travel with infinite speed, since we are deriving
an essential model and are not (yet) considering implementation details.

Stores

Another symbol in the diagram is the data store. The data store is used 10 represent an item
or set that is operated upon by a group of transformations but whose basic character remains
the same. The data store is depicted in the diagrams as two parallel lines, with an
identification of it in between.

There are also stores with dotted lines. These are the so-called event stores. An event store is
used to remember the occurrence of an event, that is not yet been used. The event store is in
fact a semaphore structure, that is further described in section 4.2.2.

It is assumed that stores, both data and event stores may have an infinite capacity. This is an
assumption that c1early holds no longer when we try to make the system running. At present
it just helps us to focus on the functionality and not to get tangled in implementation details.

Transformation schema

In a transformation schema we describe ( a part of ) the functionality of the system to be
designed. Each transformation in such a diagram can be worked out further in another
transformation diagram, which may be worked out again. In this way we get a hicrarchical
levelled set of diagrams that describes the total functionality of the system. The top diagram
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is the context schema.

The reason for working out schema's is that a transformation schema tends to get very
complex. It is assumed that the human brain is able to manage a diagram with seven, plus or
minus two, transformations [Mil58]. We therefore have to decompose transformations into
smaller parts. When we arrive at a level in which wc can easily describe the function of a
transformation in the dictionary ( see next paragraph ), wc have descended deep enough.

We have to comply with a number of mIes when drawing the transformation schema. It is for
example not allowed that a data flow enters a control transformation, a control transformation
is the only transformation that may prompt ( i.e. enable/disable or trigger ) other
transformations, only data flows may enter a data transformation except for prompts and so
on. We feel however that sometimes these mIes are not convenient and confine the creativity
of the designer. These mIes may only be put in the background as long as everybody is
acquainted with the precise meaning of a particular constmction. For example the situation in
the figure below.

data

--~., ...
.. ' •••• lrigger

: ~~e ••••••••••
',transform :
.... .:...... trigger

......... ' -',. '.. .
: trigger '.

kJ
Figure 2.5 example ofviolatioll ofWardlMellor
rules

Only event flows may enter a control transformation. When we however let a data flow go
into a control transformation we can imagine that this control transformation uses the data in
the data flow to determine what transformation must be triggered.

In [Pag881 it is also noticed that the control transfonnation is not necessary for syntactical
reasons, but just gives the schema's more clarity. An example of this situation is found in the
next figure.

'..
....... .

y ~. •
•••••-..:. ", .igg«

á······~

Figure 2.6 Example with control trallsformation
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But we can also express this functionality as depicted in the next figure.

Figure 2.7 Example without control transformation

Both figures express the same functionality, but the operation is much clearer dcpicted in
figure 2.6. In figure 2.7 control is hidden in the transfonnations. It's the freedom of the
designer to choose one of the two fonns according to his pcrsonal preference.

2.2.4 The data dlctionary

The data dictionary is used to store additional infonnation about the transfonnation schema
in a textual way. It comprises a further explanation of all the symbols in the diagrams. Tbe
name of a flow or a transforrnation is not enough to express its precise function.

Tbe explanation of for example a data transfonnation may he done in many ways. We may
for example write down the functionality in Structured English or in pre- and postconditions.
A control transfonnation can he worked out further in a state diagram as previously discussed.

Stores and flows are examples of data. Data has three aspects: meaning, composition and type.
To give a complete view all these three aspects should be considered. As far as mcaning is
concerncd: this is specified by defining the roIe the data plays in the systcm. Tbe best way to
specify meaning is in a naturallanguage.

Data may he composed of other data items. These may again he further decomposed but can
also he elemental. Tbe notation for specifying data composition is given in the tablc below.

Symbol rcad as

= is composed of

+ together with

[••1..1..] select one of

{... } iterations of
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The equals symbol indicates that the name of the flow or store on the left side is equal to thc
composition on the right side. For example:

stored_tcmperatures = tcmperature_l + temperature_2 + temperature_3

In this example we also see the meaning of the '+': it is used to denote concatenation. There
is no order implied.

When we define a flow that carries for example one data item at the time, we have to choose
between the possibilities. This is denoted as follows:

controCinformation = [ On I Off ]

Braces are used to indicate iteration. An example is:

logic state = {channel level }

By this wc mean that the logic state is a collection of channellcvels.

Limits to the number of iterations are denoted by putting down these limits beforc and after
the braces:

logic state = 4 { channel level } 10

This means there are at least four iterations but at most ten.

It's possible to describe more complex structures by combining the elements of the notation.

Finally the type must be specified. By type we mean the values the data item may take.
Somctimes it is called range or domain. A type may be specified by any enumeration, range,
precision or units. We use the ,*, to make a difference with the composition of the data. The
,*, is alSO used to indicate comments.

§ 2.3 Guidelines and heuristics

For the construction of the essential model we should keep some guidelines and heuristics in
mind. They will be described in the following sections.

2.3.1 Ideallmplementatlon technology

During the description of the elements of the transformation schema we already touched upon
some assumptions that were made. We assumcd for example that transformations happen
instantaneously, that flows travel with infinite speed and that stores have an infinite capacity.

These assumptions help us focusing on the essentiaIs. We will be worrying about these things
in the next step 'the derivation of the implementation model', but just not now. We assume
for now an idcal implementation technology although we know that this will not exist.

14



2.3.2 Separatlng essence trom ImplementatIon

As we saw in tbe previous section we assume an ideal implementation technology as an aid
to focus on tbe essentials. Implementation details should not he considered in tbe essential
modelling phase. This means however tbat we should not confuse essence and implementation.
We must try to separate tbe essence from tbe implementation, or to put it in otber words try
to separate tbe problem from the solution.

When we do so we will fmd tbat tbe essential model is expressed in terms of tbe subject
matter vocabulary of tbe system to he designed. Tbis makes tbe essential model accessible to
subject-matter experts and to people who actually have to make tbe system. Tbe essential
model can be a tooI to improve tbe communication between tbem.

Tbe resulting essential model is tbe smallest complete model of tbe system to be built since
it omits tbe implementation details. It is for tbat reason tbat tbe reviewing of tbe system will
be as easy as possible and tbat the chance of finding errors is as high as possible. We will also
see that tbe essential model may tberefore serve as a good basis for further implementation.

A last henefit of tbe separation of essence from implementation, is that wc are able to compare
tbe implementation model witb tbe essential model and see whether the hehaviour is tbc same.
Tbis behaviour must be identical since tbe implementation model is just a mapping of tbe
essential model onto tbe implementation technology.

2.3.3 Organislng tor maximum independence

Tbe heuristic of organising for maximum independence states tbat wc should keep related
tbings in the model togetber and unrelated tbings apart. In this way we get a model that has
minima! interfaces between tbc different transformations. Especially these interfaces are a
vulnerable part in tbe system to he designed. By organising tbe system for maximum
independence we make tbis vulnerability as small as possible. We also get a system witb a
good organisation, tbat makes it for example easy to localise problems and correct them.

15



§ 2.4 Summary

In the previous discussion we describcd the components that make up the essential model. For
a complete description of the system to be designed it is necessary to fonnulate or draw the
following items: - an event list

- a context sch~ma
- a transfonnation schema
- a data dictionary

During the drawing of the transformation schema Ward/Mellor suggest to observe some rules.
These rules may however sometimes better be put in the background as long as everybody is
acquainted with the precise meaning of a particular construction. The use of control
transfonnations may also be avoided.

Next to that we described some important guidelines and heuristics for the development of an
essential model, like separating essence from implementation and organising the model for
maximum independence. The model derived by keeping these things in mind wiIl provide a
good basis for the next step in the development of the system: the derivation of the
implementation model, the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 3 Derivation of the implementation model

§ 3.1 Introductlon

When we have constructed tbe essential model, in which we describe tbe requirements of tbe
system to be built, it's necessary tbat somehow tbis model is translated into an operational
system. To do so, we first need to construct tbe implementation model. This implementation
model is derived from tbe essential model. It is derived by keeping in mind tbat we are trying
to make a software implementation. For tbis implementation, we can use some system services
offered by an operating system. The underlying hardware, on which tbe operating system
works, may have various forms. It can be a multiprocessor system, with different processors,
each witb a certain capability, or a number of equal microprocessors. It mayalso he a single
processor system.

First some general guidelines and heuristics are described for tbe derivation of tbe
implementation model. After tbat tbe tbree stages in tbe derivation of tbe implementation
model are discussed. These tbree stages are tbe processor, task and module stage. The reader
is also referred to [War85], volume 3.

§ 3.2 Guidellnes and heuristics

The essential model is an idealised representation of the real system to he designed. It is
tberefore necessary to identify the idealisations tbat are made, and translate tbis model into
another model in which information about tbe implementation technology is incorporated. This
new model is derived from tbe essential model and is called the implementation model. For
tbis derivation some guidelines and heuristics. that are described hereafter, should be kept in
mind.

Whenever an implementation technology is chosen, one should be aware of tbe constraints tbat
tbis technology imposes on tbe implementation. An implementation constraint may be defined
as a bound placed on some measurement of system performance that results from the choice
of implementation technology.

One can tbink of a number of constraints.
- Constraints that are a result of tbe fact that physical resources like memory are mostly

available in fixed size increments.
Constraints tbat are derived from tbe characteristics of input and output flows in tbe context
schema. For a discrete flow one can tbink of tbe number of bits in a flow, average rate of
occurrence, etc. For continuous flows important aspects are maximum amplitude, signal-to
noise-ratio, etc.
Timing constraints. Since tbe essential model contains no specific timing information, tbis
should be carefully considered when deriving tbe implementation model.
Constraints tbat arise from necessary storage volumes of data. H's possible to determine this
volume by taking for instance a look at tbe arrival rates of flows or tbe time during which
tbe data should be retained.

A number of guidelines and heuristics are distinguished. They are presented hereafter.
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3.2.1 Minimlzatlon of essentlal model distortlon

In the derivation of the implementation model, one should try to minimize the changes in the
organisation of the essential model. These changes are changes that are not necessarily caused
by the subject matter of the system.

There are two reasons why one should minimize these changes:
1- The essential model is ( or should be) the c1earest description of the system to be

designed. Therefore an implementation model based on this essential model is also the
c1earest way to depict the system and eventually realise it. Consequently it's easier to
verify that the system is correct.

2- An essential model has ( or should have) minimal interfaces between the various
transfonnations. These interfaces are a vulnerable part of the system, but when they are
minimal, the vulnerability is minimized as well.

3.2.2 Satisfactory approximatIon to essential system behavlour

As we have noticed the essential model is an idealised representation of reality and does not
inc1ude implementation details. One of those idealisations is for example the zero response
time of data transfonnations. In reality this cannot be realised. Another assumption is that
control and data flows travel with infinite speed, and that the stores in the model have an
infinite capacity. All the idealisations that are made have to be identified. The approximation
of the ideal chara(;tç;ristics must be incorporated into tlle model. These approximations must
be evaluated and it should be decided whether they are satisfactory.

3.2.3 Top down allocation to Implementation technology

Translating the essential model into an implementation model is in fact a mapping of parts of
the essential model onto units of the implementation technology. The units that may be
distinguished depend on the implementation technology that is chosen. Since we will adapt
a software implementation, we will use the units, distinguished by Ward/Mellor. They defined
the following units:

- processor:

- task:

- module:

a person or machine that can carry out instructions and store data. A number
of processors may run simultaneously and consequently their activities may
be carried out truly concurrent.
a set of instructions that can be manipulated (started, stopped, interrupted and
resumed) as a unit by the system software of the processor. !t's possible that
a number of tasks run simultaneouslyon a processor if this processor has
multiple CPUs or if concurrency is simulated by the system software.
a set of instructions that is activated as a unit by the controllogic within a
task in a mutually exclusive fashion. Only one module may he active at a
certain moment. Consequently concurrency among the modules of a task is
exc1uded.

Portions of the essential model have to be mapped onto these units. This should be done in
a top down fashion. This means that one should first allocate to processors, tben to tasks and
finally to modules.
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3.2.4 ClassIfIcatIon of the essentlal model by the use of Implementatlon resources

The decision-making process of what implementation resources should be used for a portion
of tbe essential model must be done on basis of c1assifying portions of the essential model.
This c1assification can be based on eitber qualitative or quantitative grounds.

An example of a qualitative c1assification is when two kinds of processors for example an
arithmic and non-arithmic processor are chosen for an implementation. The essential model
can tben be divided among tbose two processors, taldng into account tbe qualitative properties
of tbe processors and tbe estimated necessary properties for a portion of tbe essential model.

A quantitative c1assification arises when one processor doesn't have enough capacity, and two
processors have to be used. The essential model must be divided among tbose two
microprocessors.

When using tbe resulting c1assification to guide tbe allocation, tbe use of tbe resources will
be optimised.

3.2.5 Data abstractIon from the essentlal model

By searching tbrough tbe essential model for common elements, which could be implementcd
togetber in one implementation resource, it's also possible to optimise tbc usage of a resource.

§ 3.3 The processor stage

As noticed in the introduction tbe derivation of tbe implementation model can be divided into
tbree stages, corresponding to tbe tbree units of the implementation technology that were
previously distinguished. The first stage, tbe processor stage is subject of tbis section.

During tbe processor stage it is decided which microprocessors ( sort, type, etc.) and how
many will be used for tbe implementation. Further it is determined which portion of the
essential model will be carried out by which processor. This allocation will be done in a top
down fashion. All levels of tbe essential model are considered and it is decided which
processor is most suitable for tbe job. This allocation can make it necessary to rcorganise the
model and may affect tbe model at any level. Processors are in fact very high-level
transformations in tbe implementation model.

Which reasons are to be distinguished for allocating a certain portion of tbe essential model
to a processor?

First of all tbere may be qualitative distinctions between tbe processors. There can be
differences in tbe matbematical instruction set, in tbe kind of processor (multiple CPU, single
CPU, etc.). Anotber way to select a processor is on basis of quantitative reasons, like speed,
secondary memory capacity, etc. Finally tbe choice may be imposed by some characteristic
of tbe system's environment. For example tbe climate in which tbe system should operate, or
safety measures.
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As noticed tbe allocation of tbe essential model to processors, may affect tbe model at any
level. It could mean tbat it is better for efficiency reasons to split a data transformation or a
control transformation.

Anotber problem tbat can arise is when stored data should be available to transformations
running on different processors. There are a number of solutions to tbis problem:

1- via sharing of tbe stored data. One should take care tbat just one processor at a time can
change tbe contents of tbe stored data. This may be done using for instance a semaphore
structure ( see § 4.2.2 ). The processors have inherently equal rights.

2- via exclusive ownership. This means tbat whenever a transformation needs a stored data
element, tbe ( part of tbe ) transformation should be allocated to tbe processor, tbat is
owner of tbe data.

3- via duplication. Every processor can read out a copy of tbe stored data, but when a
processor wants to write a new value, it should cooperate witb the otber processor(s).

After tbe whole essential model is allocated to tbe processor(s), one should precisely verify
tbis mapping. No elements of tbe essential model must be left over. It is however difficult to
prove tbat tbe described behaviour in the essential model is the same as tbe bchaviour
described in tbe implementation model. Ward/Mellor suggest to execute tbe implementation
model and compare this witb tbe results of tbe execution of tbe essential model. This
execution is done by placing tokens on symbols that are active ,md/or aie activated, We feel
however that this execution is somewhat artificial and difficult far large systems. What may
be helpfui is an automated simulator for tbc models. But bccause of tbe abstract description
of tbe system's functionality, it will be difficult to prove tbe equal behaviour.

§ 3.4 The task stage

The second stage in tbe derivation of tbe implementation model is tbe reorganisation and
elaboration of tbe model to adapt it to tbe intemal organisation of the processor. This is done
in tbe so-called task-stage.

In § 3.2.3 a task has been defined as a set of instructions tbat can be manipulated (started,
stopped, interrupted and resumed ) as a unit by the system software of tbe processor. It is an
independently schedulable piece of software tbat implements some portion of tbe
transformation work assigned to tbe processor. A task may be started, stopped, interrupted or
resumed. When a task is enabled it is able to accept input and produce output. When it is
disabled it will not accept input, nor produce output. More information about tasks will be
given in § 4.2.2.

It is required tbat a lowest-level task is sequential and tbus concurrency is prohibited witbin
tbe lowest level of tasks. It's possible to unite a number of tasks into a single higher-level
task. Tasks may be truly concurrent if tbey are running on different processors, or on a
processor witb multiple CPUs. The system software on a processor with only one CPU may
simulate concurrency by switching between tasks. How tbis switching is done depends on tbe
system software. A number of ways are described in chapter 4.
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3.4.1 AllocatIon of the essentlal model to tasks

The allocation of parts of the essential model to a single task, requires combining control
transfonnations to centralise control in a task and imposing sequences on concurrent
transfonnations as concurrency is prohibited witbin a lowest-Ievel task. The combination of
contral transfonnations and tbeir associated state diagrams is further descrihed in [War85],
volume 3. Whenever a sequence is imposed on originally concurrent transfonnations, it must
he detennined tbat the original hehaviour is satisfactorily approximated.

3.4.2 AllocatIon of contInuous transformatIons

The implementation technology, currently under discussion in this report, requires that
continuous transfonnations must he implemented as discrete tasks.

The way of realising tbis is by assigning tbe continuous transfonnation to a task ( or to more
tasks ) which run periodically. Tbe task samples the continuous flow of data, processes it and
bccomes disabled until it is triggered again by for example a timer-interrupt. By making the
sample rate high enough, the original hehaviour can he satisfactorily approximated. The
duration of the computations however must not take longer than the sample interval.

Various continuous transfonnations may he composed into one single task that runs
periodically. Concurrency hetween these tasks must he eliminated as previously discussed.
Reasons for combining transfonnations are limitations on the number of tasks that may he
scheduled and the cost of context switching hetween tasks. These constraints are introduced
by tbe choice of the operating system.

When several continuous transfonnations must not he executed togetber at the same time, but
instead each transfonnation must he executable independently of tbe others in the task, a
problem may arise. Tbis can however he avoided by introducing flags tbat indicate tbat a
certain portion of the task has to run or not. These flags are stored in a data store and not in
an event store since an event store represents a semaphore structure. The flags are an
implementation of the enabling and disabling logic. They are set and reset by anotber task
which implements tbe control transfonnation. Ward/Mellor suggest tbat contral should he
separated from data processing to avoid timing problems. It depends however on tbe
implementation technology whetber control and data should he assigned to different tasks. In
tbe operating system MBOS, discussed later, it is possible to separate them within a task.
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3.4.3 AllocatIon of discrete transformatlons

Discrete transformations must run whenever data becomes available. Instead of choosing the
sampling rate as with continuous transformations, the rate with which a discrete transformation
is executed is determined by the system and its environment. The goal of the implementation
remains however the same: the behaviour of the essential model must be approximated
satisfactorily, with minimal distortion.

The assumption that transformations are executed instantaneously clcarly holds no longer when
the system must be implemented. Some timing constraints can be detcrmined for the
implementation. A discrete transformation is implemented satisfactorily if the processing time
of an input is within the response time constraints and if either...

- The inputs arrive at intervals longer than the required processing time or...

- The average interval between the arrival of inputs is less than the average time ncedcd to
process the input. In this case it is necessary to use a queuing mcchanism ( figure 3.1 ) or
multiple copies of the task ( if provided ). As far as the queuing mechanism is concemed,
the implementation can only be satisfactory if:

• queuing can be done fast enough before new data arrive, so no data will be lost;

• the queue is long enough to hold all data. This depends on the burst rate of the input out
of which the length of the queue is calculated;

e the delay between the arrival of data and the processing must be within the required
response time.

essential input essential output

queue

Figure 3.1 A queuing mechanism

3.4.4 Data exchange

At this point in the discussion conceming the derivation of the implementation model, some
words must be devoted to the communication between transformations, i.e. communication
between processors and tasks. The reason for this is that the allocation of portions of the
essential model to processors and tasks tends to introduce additional flows between them.
These extra flows may cause extra problems in the exchange of data.

In the previous paragraph already a form of communication between transformations was
discussed. A queuing mechanism was used to overcome the problems caused by fluctuating
arrival rates. In genera! when two transformations communicate (figure 3.2 a) ), the actual
communication is more complicated ( figure 3.2 b) ).
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Figure 3.2 b) Actual communication

The controlling aspects of the communication are however transparent since it is taken care
of by the system software. The system software can indeed synchronise data flows so that the
transformations can communicate without any problem on thc condition that the reading and
writing of the smallest transferable data unit to or from the queue is uninterruptable. once
initiated. If bath data-cxchanging tasks have equal priority in theory, the combination of arrival
rates and priority must not cause that one of the tasks is preferred during selection after an
execution step.

Another form of the exchange of data is the access to storcd data. Because of the fact that
transformations can access stored data asynchroneously, it may occur that an attempt is made
to read data that is not written yet by another task. In § 3.3 wc saw already some solutions
in case transformations run on different processors. In the case of tasks there are also a
number of solutions to this problem conceivable.
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copying sensitive data

Scnsitive data can he copied as a unit. This must he done by thc task with the highest priority
since in that case no interruption is possible by other users of thc data. An example is given
in tbe figure helow.

copy currenl used
~ GBtpoinl

Figure 3.3 Example of copying sensitive data

Whcn a new setpoint arrives it is first storcd in tbe store 'ncw setpoint' and the copy flag is
set. The transformation 'control reaction' with tbe highest priority of both tasks, checks the
copy flag regularly. If the flag is detccted by it, it copies the ncw setpoint from thc store 'ncw
setpoint' into tbe store 'current used setpoint'. This setpoint is thcn used by the transformation.
This transformation also resets the flag.

uninterruptable access

Another solution is to make thc code that writcs new data in the store unintcrruptablc. This
can he realised by a semaphore ( § 4.2.2 ).

data-server

A third solution is the introduction of an intermcdiatc task that protects the data, a so-called
data-server. Every read and write request is handled by this data-server. Since it is
implemented as a task, read and write operations cannot he executed simultaneously and data
is safe.
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§ 3.5 The module stage

3.5.1 Introduction

The final stage in the derivation of the implementation model deals with the organisation of
units of code within a task. These units of code are named modules. A module is defined as
a single, named, independently callable unit of code, managed by the control structure of the
task. Only one module may be active at a time within a task, while several tasks may be
running in parallel, depending on the used implementation technology. Nowadays
programming languages usually permit coding in a hierarchical structure by calling
subroutines. In the programming language 'c' for example these subroutines are callcd
functions.

The concept of modules is useful to write a piece of complex code. One's attention can be
focused on a particular part of the functionality to be realised. This part or subroutine may
then be used by other subroutines and one has not to bothcr about it anymore. Sometimes the
translation of portions of the essential model into code is obvious. But sometimes it gets
complicated. In that case it is recommended to make such a hierarchical structure of modules.

It must be noticed that modules are activated by a call. This is not the same as the
enabling/disabling of a task since the calling module stays not active anymore and control is
transferred to the called module.

The hierarchical structure of the subroutines can be visualised in a so-called structure chart.
The details of the modules are described in the module specifications and thc data is specified
in the data specifications.

3.5.2 The structure chart

The structure chart is used for modelling the partitioning of a task into modules, the
hierarchical organisation of the modulcs and both the active and passive data interfaces
bctween them. The most important elements in the structure chart are the module, the call, the
shared data area and the coupIe.

The module

A dcfinition of a module is given before. The module is depicted as a box with the name of
the module placed inside ( figure 3.4 ).

name of the
module

Figure 3.4 The
module

The eaU

Modules are activated by calIs. If a module calls another module, this is depicted as an arrow
pointing from calling to called module ( figure 3.5 ).
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calling module

called module

Figure 3.5 The
eaU

The shared data area

Several modules are allowed to use tbe same piece of data. The contents survive bctween
calis. In the programming language 'c' this corresponds to statie variables. The sharcd data
area is shown in the structure chart by a box drawn under thc modules tbat share the data. The
name of the area is written inside ( figure 3.6 ). It is not neccssary to draw the modules next
to each other. A module can have a shared data area for itself. This represents for example a
state memory.

H ,~

module 1 module 2

shared data area

Figure 3.6 The shared data area

The couple

When we think of subroutines in a programming language, it is mostly possible to eaU a
subroutine witb a ( number of ) parameter(s) and that tbe called routine returns some items
of data. This is made visible in tbe structure chart by tbe coupie. Couples arc modelled as
smaU arrows placed near tbe appropriate cal!. They point in the direction in which the data
flows. On tbe otber end of tbe arrowasmalI circle is drawn. If it's filled, control information
that controls the receiver is transferrcd. An open circle represents data that is bcing
transported. The name used by the caller is placed next to tbe couple ( figure 3.7 ).

returned t
control·
parameter

tparameter

Figure 3.7 The eouple
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Tbe previously discussed elements are combined into ( large) diagrams. An example is drawn
in the figure helow.

shared data

Figure 3.8 Example structure chart

3.5.3 Further specificatIon of the structure chart

Now we have made the structure of the modules in a task visible in a structure chart, it is
necessary to complete it with detailed information about the actual code and data.

Every module in the structure chart must he descrihed. This description can he done in various
languages for example pre- and postconditions or Structured EngHsh. One mayalso try to
write Hnes of code in a prograrnming language. However thc usefulness of putting so much
effort in writing code at that particular moment in the design of the system must he
considered.

Now that the modules are specified, both the shared data areas and the couples remain to he
worked out. A lot of information can he extracted out of the ( modified ) essential model.
Some details, however, have to he added.

One of these details is the representation of each data element. Is it possible to represent an
element by an integer? Or must it he a real ? In a data structure, an ordering of the data
elements can he necessary. High level programming languages permit addressing of c1ements
in a structure by its name, so ordering is not relevant. In a low levellanguage, H's possible
to access items by giving the offset to a base pointer of a data structure. Also thoughts must
he given at initial values of data structures.
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§ 3.6 Beyond the ImplementatIon model

At this point in the development of the system, we have the disposal of a model which
descrihes the qualitative usage of the chosen implementation resources. In the derivation of
this implementation model we made use of the knowledge about available resources to make
a choice hetween them. The question remains if the quantitative constraints are met.

The problem in the detennination of that is that one can only estimate the quantitative resource
usage. If it is cIear that this is insufficient, one may still choose another resource. This may
lead to adjustrnents in the irnplementation model. If it is not dear, performance testing of the
system must reveal the shortcomings. At that point the resources may he changed or added,
but if this is not possible the implementation must he optimised to meet the requirements.

Optimisation is the act of reducing or redistributing the use of a specific resource in response
to a failure in a performance test. An exarnple of such a failure is a shortage of memory. One
can then optimise the usage by reorganising the memory for instance by choosing a more
compact form of representing data. It's also possible to recompute data when needed rather
then store values or choose a more compact algorithrn to reduce code size.

SometiOles it may he necessary to reduce processing time for example to meet response time
constraints. One can then look for a faster algorithrn or trade off speed for memory. Another
organisation of the memory may decrease processing time but may require more memory. H's
often possible to change code to meet the constraints. An exarnple is the removing of calls to
subroutines and placing the code of the subroutice inside the code to he optimiSt.,j ( more
memory needed ! ). One can also write a piece of code in assembler language rather than in
a high level language.

Eventually a solution will COOle up with which everybody concemed agrees. Before this point
is reached a long time may pass, during which trade-offs must he made between various
solutions. It's often not possible to select and implement the best solution, but mostly it will
he a compromise.

§-3.7 Summary

The derivation of the implementation model out of the essential model is basieally a problem
of mapping portions of the essential model onto units of the implcmentation technology. This
translation should he guided by some guidelines and heuristics which werc presentcd. These
guidelines and heuristics are sometiOles in conflict with each other. For example making an
allocation to implementation resources on basis of cIassification of the essential model, may
result in a model that has no minimal distortion with regard to the original essential model.

The derivation is done in three stages, the processor stage, the task stage and the module stage.

During the processor stage it is decided which processors ( sort, type, etc. ) and how many
are used for the implementation. The essential model is then allocated to these processors.
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In the task stage the implementation model is reorganised and elaborated to adapt the model
to the intemal organisation of the processor. This means allocating transformations to tasks.
These tasks have some characteristics which may cause modifications in the ( essential )
model. Tasks are on the lowest level sequential, operate at discrete intervals, must match data
arrival rates and must maintain the integrity of the stored data. All these things have to he kept
in mind during the process of mapping portions of the model to tasks.

The final stage in the derivation of the implementation model gives a concrete form to it. At
times an implementation of portions of the essential model to be executed by a certain task
can be found easily, then again it gets very complicated. In the latter case a structure chart
may be a very useful tooI. More detailed information can be found in [WarS5], volume 3. In
[Pag88] a description is found of how to translate a data flow diagram into a structure chart.

After the implementation model is derived, one may start writing code. It must be evaluated
if the quantitative constraints are met and if not code has to be optimised.
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Chapter 4 Operating Systems

§ 4.1 IntreductIen

As we have seen in the introductory chapter, a real-time system has usually the following
properties:

A real-time system:
- reacts to certain events within a predetermined response time;
- reacts to those events in a predetermined way;
- must be a reliable system.

The same holds for a real-time operating system. In the next paragraph, we will try to descrilJC
some general properties of a (real-time) operating system. After this a number of operating
systems, especially useful to implement Ward/Mellor diagrams, are describcd.

§ 4.2 Real-time Operating Systems

4.2.1 Introduction to Operating Systems

When we take a look at a real-time system. for instance a controller in a chemical plant, we
can usually distinguish the following components ( figure 4.1 ).

industrial process

t-t-~.. input-conditioning

L-==~flll;-1 output-condition ing

Figure 4.1 Components of a rea/-time system

human interface .....__.......,

input interface
micro
processor

output interface

Data are delivered to the system by sensors. These signals are often modified, for example by
amplification or fJltering. After that they are prepared for supply to the microprocessor. This
means often a conversion from an analog representation in a digital form. The microprocessor
will carry out some instructions and will eventually drive the actuators. Next to that. often an
interface to a human operator is necessary. This operator can inl1uence the operation of the
system on the basis of information offered by the system to the operator.

So what we see is that a numher of activities are to he performed by the microprocessor. A
problem can arise if more than one activity or task wants to use the available resources like
epu or memory at the same time, like in a multitasking system.
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In that case a way has to he found to decide which task gets the resource. If more than one
task or process should he allowed to use the same resource, without any special arrangements,
the system could function improperly and data could he mutilated. These special arrangements
can he provided by an operating systcm. Whenever the system can he interrupted by extemal
physical events, also special arrangements have to he taken. An operating system can take care
of this too. The operating system thcrefore acts as a resource manager.

Especially real-time systems have to deal with these things, hecause of the random nature of
physical events and the parallel execution of physical processes.

Another function the operating system has, is the creation of a virtual machine for the user.
The user is shielded from hardware details. He wants the disposal of a high-level abstract
machine, that can he easier programmed than the underlying hardware. AD example is a
floppy-disk system. The user wants to read or write a file without worrying about low level
details like tracks, cylinders, addresses, bytes, etc.

A general operating system usually offers the following services:

- process management
- I/a management
- memory management
- file management

lhe OpefátifJg systems,which will re describcd later om)' offer the flest two services and are
usually called a kemel. A kemel forms the core of the operating system. For a more thorough
description of operating systems, the reader is referred to [Tan87] or [Sil88].

The function of a kemel can he surnmarised as creating an environment in which ( pseudo )
parallel execution of processes may exist. The user is confronted with a virtual machine, and
not the real hardware.

Process management can he further describcd by:
- assigning processes to processor(s);
- administration of processes;
- providing interprocess communication;
- process creation and termination.

1/0 management for instance means:
- interrupt handling;
- communication with extemal devices like timers.

This will he funher explained in the next sections.

4.2.2 Process management

In the previous section, we already spoke of tasks and processes. A task or process is deflned
as an activity to he carried out by the processor. A task can also he descrihed as a program
in execution. A task consists of code, data and resources like memory or I/a devices.
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A task can be in either one of the following states:
- running
- ready
- suspended
- donnant ( or inactive )

A task is running if it is momentarily being processed by the processor. A task is in the ready
state if it could be processed, but no processor is available. If a task cannot be executed
because it is waiting for some event to happen or a resource, other than the processor, to
become available, it is called suspended. If a task is not executed by the system at all it is in
the dormant state. State transitions are given in the following figure.

Figure 4.2 state transitions ofa
task

It is possible that more than one task wants to use the processor at the same time. A scheduler
sees to it that these tasks are placed into a queue. in which they wait for the processor ( in a
single processor system ) or one of the processors ( in a multiple processor system ). For
placing the tasks into the queue the scheduler uses a scheduling algorithm. There are many
scheduling algorithms known. Some criteria to be applied in selccting one of these algorithms
are:

- fairness in dividing tasks over CPU-time;
- efficiency: processor should be used 100 % of the time;
- response time should be minimised;
- throughput: number of tasks carried out in an hour should be maximised;

Some examples of scheduling algorithms are:

First Come FiTSt Served (FCFS)

Whenever a task arrives to be executed, this is done immediately if there is a processor
available. If during execution other tasks arrive, they are placed into a queue, in order of
arrival. After tennination of a task, the fiTSt task out of the queue is processed.

Major advantage of this algorithm is its simplicity. The biggest drawback however is the
uncertainty about how long a task has to wait before it's executed ( in case of an infinite
queue ). This is unacceptable for a real-time system, because of its predefined response-time.
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Round Robin

Another scheduling algorithm is Round Robin. When using Round Robin, every task gets an
equal amount of time, a so-called quantum, in which it may use the processor. If this time is
over, the task is made ready and the next one is started ( its state bccomes running ). There
is a fixed sequence in which the processes are executed, and if a new task hecomes ready, it
is queued up at the end. When time's up, all significant parameters are stored, so that the
process can he restarted and continue where it was interrupted. After that the parameters of
the next process are restored and the process is (re)started. The time needed to perform this
context switch must not take too long, hecause processor-time is then consumed by useless
operations. The algorithm is very fair ( every task must wait an equal time ), but it can take
unaèceptably long for some processes.

Priority based scheduling

A solution for the problem that some tasks have to wait unacceptably long can he the use of
priorities. The algorithm is thus called priority based scheduling. It can have a preemptive or
non-preemptive character. A priority is assigned to tasks. The tasks with higher priority are
executed earlier than others. If the algorithm has a non-preemptive character, tasks are
executed until the end. If there is howevcr a preemptive character, the task in execution can
bc interrupted by a task with a higher priority. This higher priority task is then executed first,
and after termination, the interrupted task is restarted. This algorithm is more satisfying in
real-time systems.

The scheduler takes care of assigning an order in which the processes will he executed by
using a scheduling algorithm. The actual assignment of a task to the processor is done by the
dispatcher. The dispatcher is in fact a very simple program: it just activates the process in
front of the queue. For doing this the CPU is supplied with the necessary information to start
the process. If no process is available to he executed, the dispatcher can do two things: it can
wait until a process arrives or it can start up an idle process. In this idle process any (useless)
action can he executed.

The functionality of a system is often the result of the cooperation bctwcen several processes.
To achieve a common goal, communication hetween processes is necessary. Three reasons
why tasks should he able to communicate with each other are distinguished:

for mutual synchronisation;
for mutual exc1usion;
for data exchange.

Communication is done by sending messages to each other. For the first two reasons only the
arrival of a message is important. For the third reason the contents are also important.

There are two ways to communicate: first, a message cao he stored in a shared variabIe. This
method can however he dangerous: the shared variabIe bas to he protected. Reading and
writing should he mutual exc1usive in time. It also can occur that data is written more than
once hefore it is read, or that the data is read more than once hefore new data is written. The
last problem is the consumer-producer problem. A possible solution for these problems is the
use of semaphores.
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A semaphore is an integer variabie on which, apart from initialisation only two indivisible
operations can he performed. These two operations are tbe wait and tbe signal operation.
Figure 4.3 gives a schematic view of a semaphore.
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Figure 4.3 schematic view of a semaphore

The signal operation increases the integer value in 'x-occurrence' on occurrence of event 'x'.
Whenever wait is triggered, tbe value in 'x-occurrence' is decremented. IC the value is larger
than zero, a pass is issued, otherwise the pass is issued after arrival of a 'x-event'.

By using this semaphore structure it is possible to protect for example a variabie. A task can
only access data if the integer value in the semaphore is larger than zero. Otherwise it has to
wait until anotber task releases that particular variabie, by issuing a signal operation.

The second way to communicate is by exchanging messages from one process to the other.
There are many variants on tbis principle. To send a message to another process, tbe unique
address of tbat process can he added. The sending process is blocked until tbe message can
he read by tbe receiving process. The message is then sent directly to the other process. This
method is called tbe rendez-vous principle.

Instead of sending tbe message directly to tbe other process, it can also he sent to a special
data structure, a so-called mailbox. This mailbox buffers tbe messages of tbe sending process
or sending processes and tbe receiving process can retrieve its messages tbere. IC the mailbox
is full, tbe sending process has to wait until a message is retrieved. This last method has the
advantage that data cannot he written over, if it's not read yet. Messages are also read just
once by the receiving process.

4.2.3 IlO management

As noticed, a real-time system usually communicates with its physical environment. The
system sees its environment in terms of devices, witb which it can perform input and output.

An input/output action usually consists of two phases: first synchronisation, then the actual
data transfer. In tbe synchronisation phase tbe process is informed tbat a device is ready to
perform 1/0 or a device is informed tbat a process wishes 1/0. When using an operating
system on a processor, tbere are two ways to detect tbis. First a processor can look at regular
intervals if some 1/0 is desired. This is called polling. This metbod is useful when 1/0 requests
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are rare and the processor has nothing else to do.

The other method is based on interrupts. Whenever 1/0 is requested, this is immediately
signalied to the processor by an interrupt signal. If the processor detects this signal, it executes
an interrupt service routine (ISR) ( by doing so tbe processor suspends the task momentarily
in execution ). In this ISR information is exchanged, for instance a pointer where data can he
found. After this ISR the state of the processor before the interrupt, is restored. If there is
more than one interrupt possible, with different priorities, an interrupt vector table is used to
store which ISR has to be executed whenever a certain interrupt occurs.

Interrupt service routines should not take too long. In one of the operating systems to be
discussed later ( namely MBOS ), a message is sent by the ISR to a process that will handle
the interrupt. Some time later this results in the transfer of the actual data. Reason for this is
that during the execution of the ISR other interrupts are disabled, so that during execution of
the ISR other interrupts can't interfere with the momentarily ISR. It is necessary for a real
time system to use interrupts, because of tbe desired small response-time to extemal events.

§ 4.3 The Bubble Operatlng System of Salora, BOSS

In reference [Kuu91]-1 a first example is found in which the translation of the bubbles of
Ward-Mellor into an operational system is described. The system uses a small opcrating
system, the so-called Bubble Operating System of Salora, BOSS.

BOSS only implements dataflow diagrams without control transformations. It is assumed that
if the system is worked out deep enough, tbere is no need for a control transformation and that
the control between the different data transformations can he done by using events. The mies
of Ward-Mellor are then howevcr violated: they say that an event flow can only enter a
control transformation and not a data transformation. The authors of [Kuu91]-1 however
assume that a control transformation isn't needed but that control information can he added
to a dataflow. Since a data store cannot pass any control information, event flows have to be
added to the dataflow diagram.

Starting-points for tbe realisation of the system are:
- usually a small amount of memory is available ( ROM and/or RAM );
- usually small, low cost microcontrollers are used.

For the implementation, only the lowest level bubbles are needed with corresponding code.
The relationship between thc bubbles is already expressed by the dataflow diagram. These
lowcst level bubbles can in fact be compared with processes in an operating system, as
previously described.

The decision which bubble-code has to he executed next, is done by the operating system,
BOSS. This operating system uses as scheduling algorithm fixed priority, non-precmptive.
BOSS also takes care of interrupt handling and control of extemal devices. Interrupt handling
is done by an interrupt handler that sends an event to tbe bubblc that has to take further care
of the interrupt ( figure 4.4 ).
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signaUnterrupt............(3
Figure 4.4/nterrupt handling

For extemal devices special software drivers are used. An example of an extemal device is a
timer, that is used to generate time-out signals. Bubble A sends a seCtimer message to the
timer handIer and suspends itself. If time 's over, the timer handIer generates a time-out event,
which re-activates bubble A ( figure 4.5 ).
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Figure 4.5 timer halldlillg

As an example of the use of BOSS, the implementation of contral software for picture
adjustments in a colour TV is considered ( i.e. colour, contrast and brightness ). The context
diagram looks as follows ( figure 4.6 ).

.
paramelers_" •
up_down

Figure 4.6 context diagram

In the terminator physical interrupts are translated to the events as they come out of the
terminator. The first elaboration of the context diagram is shown in the next figure ( figure
4.7 ).
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Figure 4.7 first elaboration of context diagram

Tbe user generates commands with his remote control. Tbese commands are for instance
brightncss up or brightness down. Tbe calculation of the actual and virtual values is carried
out by the "change" bubbles. Tbe virtual value is used as an indication of adjustrnent for the
user. After tbe calculation is carried out, tbe new values are stored in the data stores. Tbe
bubble " define picture parameters" is then signalled by an event. Tbis last bubble takes care
that tbe changed values are put on the system 's bus by issuing a write-signaL

Tbe implementation is done by translating the dataflow diagram into a data structure ( figure
4.8 ).

In this example only two layers are used but thcre can be more. The hierarchical bubble
structure of tbe data flow diagram is during compile-time translatcd into a tree structurc which
consists of a fixed part ( for instance in ROM ) representing the interconncction of tbe
bubbles. But there is also a variabIe part tbat's being used for signalling at tbe lowest levels
of the bubble structure. Altbough it would he enough to use only tlIe lowest level bubbles,
higher levels are still used. Tbe variablc part is in that case uscd for denoting thc activity of
the subtree. Since the operating system searchcs tbrough the event flags of the bubblcs in the
data structure for an activity to be carried out, starting at the top, the search can be specdcd
up by not considering bubbles in a subtree which is not active. Tbe priority of the bubbles is
deteffilined at design-time and is implemented by tbe position in the tree-structure.
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Figure 4.8 data structure of example
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The eventflags could for instance look like this:

bubble 1 enable / disable

bubble 1.1 brightness_up I brightness_down

bubble 1.2 colour_up I colour_down

bubble 1.3 contrascup I contrascdown

bubble 1.4 brightness_changed I coioucchanged I contrascchanged

If the event colour_up happens, the corresponding flag in bubble 1.2 is set by the interrupt
handier. After having done this, the operating system searches through the tree structure and
detects the flag. The corresponding code can then be executed. This code will set the flag in
bubble 1.4 and after termination the operating system will start searching the tree again,
starting at the top, will detect the flag and start executing thc code of bubble 1.4.

The setting and resetting of the eventflags is done in a critical section, because only one
bubble is allowed to modify these flags at a time. There has to be taken care that these flags
are protected. One possibility in doing this is by disabling interrupts. By doing so it's
impossible that more than one bubble will modify the flags at a time, due to the non
preemptive character of the scheduling algorithm.

Another problem could arise from the fact that shared memory is used for communication
between bubbles. This shared memory should also be protected by disabling interrupts, to
prevent data being mutilated.

To realise a faster response to an interrupt, the scheduling algorithm could be changed into
an algorithm with a preemptive character. This makes it also necessary to look again at the
method for protecting critical sections.

A disadvantage of this implementation is the fixed priorities. that are assigned to bubbles
instead of messages. It could be, that in an alarm situation other priority assignments are
needed then in anormal situation. It is also possible that one message has to be handled by
the same bubble with higher priority than another message.

Another drawback, introduced by BOSS, is that a rcstriction is put on the data flow diagrams,
that does not allow the use of control transformations with their associated state transition
diagrams. These control transformations are sometimes needed to handle extemal and intemal
events and their timing relations. In [Kuu91]-2 an implementation for systems based on state
transition diagrams ( fmite state machines) is discussed by using action-state diagrams. This
will be the subject of the next paragraph.
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§ 4.4 ImplementatIon of state transitIon dlagrams

In [Kuu91 ]-2 the implementation of systems, that can he descrihed by state transition diagrams
is discussed. The state transition diagram as descrihed by Ward-Mellor is firstly translated into
a matrix, a so-ca1led action state diagram (ASO). This ASO has the advantage that all possible
transitions are visib1e and should he considered. In this way a less ambiguous description of
the system is obtained. These ASO's can then directly he mapped into software.

As an example we look at the realisation of a audio mute system for a television set. If the
user pushes the button "mute" the sound will he tumed off ( assuming sound is on ). If he
pushes the button another time sound will he tumed on again. In one of these states, mute on
or mute off, volume can he increased or decreased by the uscr. If mute is on and volume is
increased, mute will turn off. The state transition diagram could look as follows.

vol. + mule

Figure 4.10 state transition diagram

The description in an action state diagram could look as follows.

levent Istate 0: mute= on Istate 1: mute= off I
volume + -> 1, incr. vol. & mute off -> I, incr. vol.

volume - -> 0, deer. vol. -> I, deer. vol.

mute -> 1, toggle mute -> 0, toggle mute

The ASO can he descrihed in a two-dimensional array, in which in every element the next
state and action to he carried out is stored. Implementation of the system in software could
look like:

Repeat

wait for an event to happen;

determine what action must he executed and carry this action out;

determine next state and store this as current state;

until forever.

This method offers the possibility to bring hierarchy into these diagrams, recommended for
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large ASD's. By putting inputs together and combining states into a superstate, alevelling can
be made. If an event happens and the system is in such a superstate, this event is directed to
a lower level ASD, where action and next state can be determined ( figure 4.11 ).

Figure 4.11 levelling
of ASD's

This modularity of ASD's makes the system flexible ( only a part of the total ASD has to be
changed ). Besides this, the separation of decision and actual code to be executed makes it
easy to make changes compared to the situation where decision and code are combined into
one piece.

The system, realised in this way has some drawbacks. The system is only useful in a situation
where it controls other systems, since there is no time to perform long (data processing)
actions, because otherwise events will be missed. Communication to exchange data with
controlled systems or other controlling systcms is not possible. Ifmore than one event happens
at the same time, no solution is given for which event has to be served first. These things
could be taken care of by an operating system.

§ 4.5 The Message Based Operatlng System, MBOS

4.5.1 IntroductIon

Each of the previously discussed implementations had their drawbacks. BOSS could not
implement control transformations and the implcmentation of state transaction diagrams via
Action State Diagrams (ASD's) was too much focused on control transformations and did not
allow for data transformations to be implemented. The Message Based Operating System
(MBOS) can be used to overcome these problems by mixing the two together.

MBOS is based on an operating system firstly introduced by Oudclaar in [Oud89]. This so
called Oudelaar Operating System (OOS) is based on the following considerations:
1 - fast interrupt handling;
2 - small number of interrupts ( no software interrupts );
3 - large number of processes;
4 - priority per process.

At first the operating system was used for implementing the LAPD-protocol for an ISDN
terminal. Such a protocol can be described with a finite state machine, but has also data
processing capabilities.
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4.5.2 Messages

As is suggested by its name, MBOS is based on message exchange hetween processes. Figure
4.12 gives a schematic view of MBOS.

interrl4llhandlers

int
••• aD •••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••.

hardware •...........••.•..........••••••.....•.....•.•••

Figure 4.12 Principle ofMBOS

When a message is sent from one process to another ( or from an interrupt handIer to a
procr',s ), it is firstly put in a First In First Out (FIFO) queue by the senóing proces~. MBOS
allows multiple queues, each with a different priority, in order to favour the retrieval of certain
messages over others. Messages in higher priority queues are delivered earlier to thcir
destination than others.

In thc original ojJerating system of Oudelaar, the OOS, thc priority queue in which the
message was put, was determined out of the priority of the process the message was meant
for. We want the assignment of a priority to a message instead of to a process. This makes
it possible to send higher priority messages like alarm messages to a certain process.

The queues are controlIed by a dispatcher. The dispatcher checks for messages and if one's
present, it starts up the process for which the message was intcnded. The activities that are
then carried out depend on the state the receiving process is in and on the command which
is packed in the message. This command is called thc nucleo. A numher of paramcters can
also he added to a message and he used by the receiving process.

Messages can he implemented by the following data structure ( descrihed in C-language ).
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Figure 4.13 definition of a message

Several functions can he perfonned on the message-queues:

Message ( priority, nuc/eo, desti/lation process, source process, parameters)

With this function, that can he called by every process. including interrupt handIers. a message
can be send from the source process to the destination process. This message is placed in the
queue indicated by priority. If the queue is full, the message will be discarded. The length of
the message queues should be chosen long enough, so no message will be lost. The receiving
process carries out the operation indicated by the nucleo and its present state. What function
this will he, can he found in a state tabIe, which will he discussed later on.

Eventmsg ( priority, /luc/eo, destination process, source process )

This is in fact the same function as the previous one, only no parameters can be given.

get_message ( priority )

This function checks the queue with designated priority. Ir a message is present, its
components will he copied into globally accessible variables. This function should only he
called by the so-called dispatcher. The dispatcher, which will he descrihed later on, evaluates
these global variables in order to detennine what function has to he executed.

update_queue ( priority )

This function removes the message just processed from the queue. designated by priority. This
function should also only he used by the dispatcher.
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4.5.3 Processes

As we have seen hefore processes are activated by sending messages to tbem. What exact
action will he taken depends on the state tbe process is in and on the nuc1eo it receives.

A process is descrihed by its process-descriptor. All process-descriptors are collected in an
array, and can he accessed by indexes tbat represent tbe process names. Tbe structure of a
process-descriptor is shown hereafter.

Figure 4.14 defillitioll of a process

Tbe field PublState can he eithcr blocked or running. Tbis indicates tbe global state of tbe
proccss. As we have seen hefore, there are usually four states, i.e. ready, running, suspcnded,
and donnant Tbe first three states fall under 'running', tbe dorrnant state equals 'blocked'.

When a process is blocked it cannot reccive a message. Tbc message will he removcd from
tbe queue without further processing.

Tbe next element of tbe process-descriptor is a pointer to a table for tbe state the process is
currently in. Tbis table is used by the dispatcher to look up what function has to he perfonned
on receipt of a certain nuc1eo. In tbe original Oudelaar OS some room was made for storage
of variables unique for tbat process. In MBOS this is changed: process-description and data
are two different things and should therefore he separated. Data is now storcd in global/local
variabics, which will he discussed in the next chapter. Tbe last item in tbe definition is a
remnant of tbe Oudelaar Operating System and can he used to store extra state infonnation.

The prcviously mentioned state-table can he descrihed in C-language as follows:

Figure 4.15 definition of state
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An example of such a state-table is found in the next figure.

Each table should end with OEF, to solve the situations in which a nucleo is received that
should not perfonn any action in the current state. The in that case perfonned empty function
called Dummy, can however he adapted for fault diagnosis.

4.5.4 The dispatcher

When the system is started up, the dispatcher is activated after various initialïsations of for
example hardware have taken place. The dispatcher is always active ( infinite loop) and can
he seen in figure 4.12 to control the message-queues. The structure looks as follows.

Figure 4.17 code lor dispatcher
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The dispatcher searches through the message-queues, starting with the highest priority-queue.
When a message is detected by the function gecmessage, the contents are evaluated and tbe
data packed in the message is copied into globally accessible variables. The receiving process
should not he blocked, otherwise the message will he discarded. If the receiving process is
indeed running, the state-table of the current state of the process is searched for the received
nuc1eo. The corresponding function is then started. After termination control is handcd back
to the dispatcher and the message is removed from the queue. The dispatchcr searchcs through
tbe queues again, starting with the highest priority, looking for a new message.

In summary, in MBOS processes can communicate with each other by sending messages. The
operating system takes care that these messages are delivered to the right process and that the
correct action is taken. In the figure helow it is illustrated that the operating system is a first
layer around the hardware and that communication is handlcd by it.

······........
'.".

Figure 4.18 Communicating processes in
MBOS

The figure also illustrates that an interrupt also results in the sending of a message.

4.5.5 Input/output

Input/output from and to an extemal device can he done by sending messages. MBOS also
supports the use of interrupts. An interrupt handier can he treated like a normal process and
is able to send messages to other processes.

An example of such an extemal device is a timer-IC. This timer-IC generates periodically an
interrupt ( 18.2 times a second ). A timer-interrupt can he used to measure time, which can
he done by a counter that is incremented or decremented on every timer-interrupt. It's
possible to have a numher of timers in MBOS, all collected in an array. The structure looks
as follows:
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Figure 4.19 definition of timers

Tbe byte 'Used' indicates if a timer is utilised by a process. 'MainTimer' holds the time that
is left. When 'MainTimer' has reached zero-value an event message with the command
specified by 'nucleo' is sent to the process indicated by 'dest'.

A nurnber of operations for using timers are defined:

start_timer ( nucleo. destination, time)

This function looks for a free timer by evaluating the 'Used'-fields of the timers in thc array.
If one is found, the timer is occupied by making the 'Used'-field true. Tbe 'MainTimer'-ficld
is loaded with the supplied time, as weU as the 'nucleo'- and 'dest'-fields. If no timer is
available in the current implementation nothing is done.

stop_timer ( nucleo. destinatioll, priority )

A timer can also be stopped by a process. Tbe function stop_timer detects if the desired timer
is running. If it is, the timer is stopped by making it unused. If it has already expircd, and
generated a time_out-message, the message-queue of the indicated priority is searched for this
time_out-message. If it's found the destination ofthe message is redirectcd to a proccss called
siok. Tbis process is always blocked and as we have seen messages for blocked proccsses are
removed without any processing. A timer cannot be stoppcd if it has already expired and the
generated message has already been dispatched.

Another remark about the removal of a message from a queue: in the current implementation
only the dispatcher should remove messages. Tbe only exception is made for the removal of
a timer-message: in case a process wants to stop a timer that has already expired, it is allowed
to remove the message. Normally the dispateher is the only one in control of the message
queues.

restart_timer ( nucleo, destination, priority, time)

This function can be used to load the counter of the indicated timer with a new value. If the
timer has already expired, the message-queues are searched for the generated message ( with
the supplied nucleo ). If it's found, it's removed in the same way as in stop_timer. After that
the timer is just restarted by execution of the previously discussed function start_timer.
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4.5.6 Buffers

MBOS also supports the usage of buffers. There are two reasons for using a buffer. The first
reason lies in the original use of the operating system. There buffers are used for assembling
packets. arriving from another ISDN-terminal. But it can also he used for storage of larger
messages ( larger than can he stored in the message itself). In that case it suffices to put the
numher of the buffer in the message. The structure of the buffer is as follows:

Figure 4.20 definitioll of buffer

A numher of buffers is gathered in an array. called RAM:
=====

Figure 4.21 definition of RAM

A buffer can he claimed by a process using the function get_buffer. This function searchcs
through the array RAM for a free buffer. When it finds one. it marks it used and returns the
numher of the buffer to the calling process. When no buffer is available the function returns
NUMBUF: the calling function should check for this condition. The process can use the buffer
for storing data. When it wants to send the data in the buffer to another process. it calls the
function message and loads the buffer number into one of the parameters.

When a buffer is no longer used. it can he freed by using the function free_buffer (
buffer_number ). This function resets the used-flag of the indicated buffer. There has to he
taken care that a buffer is indeed freed if it's no longer used. othcrwise it will he occupicd
forever. This is a responsibility of the processes.

4.5.7 ProtectIon of data structures

In the previous sections we have seen various data structures. Data structures, used by various
processes are susceptible to mutilation. This however has to he avoided. In MBOS this is done
by disabling and enabling interrupts. Because of the non-prcemptive property of the operating
system. this should suffice. Data structures which have 10 he protected are the message-queues.
timer-array and buffer-array.
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4.5.8 Characterlstlcs of MBOS

In the foregoing the Message Based Operating System has been introduced. Some properties
of this small operating system or better kemel are:

• Everything works sequentially.

• The used scheduling techniques are non-preemptive. This meaos that whenever a sequential
function is started, it cannot be inteffilpted. As far as the message queues are concemed,
in every queue a First Come First Served discipline is maintained.

• The queuing of messages causes pseudoparallelism.

• Every action that must be taken, must he initiated by a message.

• The application is compiled together with the operating system into one exccutablc
program.

§ 4.6 Summary

In the previous discussion we saw some genera! properties of operating systems. We also
introduced a number of small operating systems which wcre espccially dcsigned or possibly
useful for implementation of the essential model.

The Bubble Operating System of Salora could only implement diagrams without control
transformations. The use of Action State Tables was to much focused on state transition
diagrams. MBOS however offers possibilities to implement diagrams with both data and
control transformations. How we cao actually use MBOS will he the subject of the next
chapters.
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Chapter 5 Adapting the essential model for usage of MBOS

§ 5.1 IntroductIon

In the previous chapter we introduced the Message Based Operating System (MBOS). This
operating system may be used as an implementation technology for the essential model.
The requirements or constraints that are brought about by MBOS must firstly be identified
and brought into the essential model, resulting in the implementation model. A general
description of this derivation of the implementation model out of the essential model, was
subject of chapter 3.

In chapter 3, we discussed that the essential model serves a basis for the derivation of the
implementation model and that it is derived by incorporating information about the
implementation technology into the essential model. The implementation technology that
we want to use is the Message Based Operating System (MBOS), discussed in the previous
chapter, on a single processor systcm, for example a personal computer with a 386DX
microprocessor running on 33 MHz.

In chapter 3, we identified three steps to be taken in the derivation of the essential model.
These steps corresponded to the units of the chosen implementation technology. These
units also apply for the operating system MBOS currently under discussion, so we can also
distinguish the same three steps.

The first step, the processor stage, can however be skipped because all the work must be
done by this single processor, and therefore nothing remains to be chosen.

During the second step, the task stage, we have to adapt and reorganise the model to the
intemal organisation of the processor. On the processor, we have chosen to use MBOS as
the system software. So we have to identify processes as used in MBOS, and we must
change the essential model to incorporate the constraints introduced by MBOS.

During the final stage, the module stage, the code within a task is organised. A module
corresponds with a function, that may be executed. We will see that modules arc in fact
data transformations in the diagrams on the lowest level of the model. The code for these
transformations may be very complicated, and in that case it's possible to use a structure
chart to facilitate this stage. Whenever the model is worked out far enough and the
transformations are described on a single page ( or less) in the chosen form ( for instance
pre- and postconditions or Structured English ), this stage will not take that long. In this
case it will not he necessary to use the structure charts.

In the remainder of this chapter we will discuss what in fact must he done during the task
stage and the module stage.
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§ 5.2 The task stage

5.2.1 Process IdentIficatIon

When using MBOS, the task stage first consists of identifying the tasks. These tasks are
equal to the processes in MBOS. A rule-of-thumb for the choice of tasks is that the
diagrams on the lowest level become the processes of MBOS. After that we also have to
verify that tbe requirements as inflicted by the choice of MBOS are met. Usually this will
not be tbe case, so adjustments to tbe model have to be made.

In the figure below, tbe hierarchical structure of tbe diagrams in tbe example of tbe
programmabIe room temperature controller is drawn. As tbe processes for MBOS we
choose tbe diagrams on the lowest level of the essential model. This results however in a
small problem, namely the data transformation 'set temp'.

context

I II
store setpoints display info control heater

----1---1
managelime set temp

control room temp. (8SS8nlia~

Tue Jan OS, 1993 11:25

System ArcMed

Figure S.l Hierarchical structure essential model

This data transformation could be implemented as a separate process but we could also
move this transformation into tbe process control heater. This time the distortion of the
model because of the transfer of tbe transformation 'set temp' is ratber minimal. This is
due to tbe fact that this transformation had not much other connections. At another time
moving a transformation will not be tbat easy and a move will result in radical changes in
the model.

The hierarchical structure of the example of the elevator schedulcr/controller is given in the
figure below. Choosing the lowest level diagrams as processes doesn't result in any
problem. The two diagrams 'Manage elevator destination' and 'Manage floor arrival' can
however be combined into one process called 'control elevator'. This results in more
efficient code because communication between the two processcs is not necessary anymore.
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TueJ., 12,1993 lUI

Figure 5.2 Hierarchical structure elevator scheduler/colltroller

In these concrete situations, choosing the lowest level diagrams as processes in MBOS and
then modifying them has worked out well. Sometimes it is better for efficiency reasons to
combine processes or to move transformations. This depcnds on the situation. Choosing
processes demands some creativity. The suggested rule-of-thumb can be used as a first
hold for that.

5.2.2 Remaval of concurrency

After we have made a mapping of the essential model onto proccsses we must examine if
the parts of the essential model assigncd to those processes can truly be implcmcnted. We
thcreforc have to adapt the model and incorporate constraints introduced by MBOS, if
necessary. An example of such a constraint inflicted by the choice of MBOS is that
everything has to be sequential. Sometimes however tbe transformations that are assigned
to a process can operate concurrently. In that case, we have to rcmove tbis concurrcncy.
This may be done by introducing a control transformation ( sec also 5.2.4 ). An example of
this situation is given in figure 5.3, below.
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Figure 5.3 Concurrent data transformations

This part of the essential model of the programmabie room tcmperature controllcr is
assigncd to a process. We notice however that the store 'time' cao he changcd by two
transforrnations aod that the event flow 'incr. time' may occur at the same moment as the
arrival of the data flow 'set time' with the new time to he stored. This is not desirabie in
MBOS, so in the implementation model this diagram williook as represented in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 Non-concurrent transformat;ons
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We have introduced a control transfonnation which separatcs tbe processing of both events
in time. This control transfonnation triggers tbe desired data transfonnation and can be
described by a statediagram witb one state.

When we compare tbe original diagram of tbe essential model witb the corresponding
diagram of tbe implementation model, we notice otber changes. We see for example tbat
an extra data transfonnation is introduced. Tbis transfonnation separates the data from tbe
event. Tbe data carried in tbe flow is stored in a store 'temporal data' and an event is sent
to tbe control transfonnation. By doing so tbe notation of Ward/Mcllor is not violated.
Next to tbat, this separation is a service perfonned by tbe operating system MBOS.

Secondly tbe event flow 'display time' is changed into a discrete data flow. In tbis data
flow we transport tbe data from tbe data store 'time'. Tbe reason for doing tbis is that we
cannot guarantee tbat tbe correct time is displayed. Because of tbe pseudoparallelism we
don't know if anotber transfonnation tbat changes tbe time, is executed before tbe
execution of tbe displaying of tbe time. In tbat case a different time is displaycd tben
originally was meant to be displayed.

Because of the non-preemptive charactcr of tbe operating system tbe data in thc store
'time' will not be changed unintentionally. In general, whenever a control transfonnation is
used to separate processing in time, the integrity of tbe data stores will be maintained.

5.2.3 Removal of continuous operation

Another constraint introduced by tbe choice of MBOS as thc implementation technology is
that everything is done in a discrete manner, so no continuously active transfonnations are
allowed, and no continuous data flows. As far as the continuous data flows are concerncd,
tbe solution is found by sampling tbem at regular intervals. An example is drawn in the
figure below.

data take sample

last sample

Figure S.S Sampling a cOllfÏnuous dataflow

In tbe example of tbe elevator scheduler/controller we came across an example of a
continuous operating data transfonnation. In tbe next figure the section of tbe essential
model concemed, is depicted. This part is a candidate for assignment to a process in
MBOS since it is a diagram on tbe lowest level of tbe essential model.
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Figure 5.6 Example of continuous operation

At start-up of tbe system, the transfonnation 'display destination requests' is enabled. lts
job is to continuously monitor the contents of the store 'destination requests', in which
destinations, requested by elevator-passengers, are storcd and to display them on a panel
inside the elevator so that the passengers know that the system has taken their request in
consideration. This is an example of a continuously operating data transfonnation. Therc is
no particular event which triggers that transfonnation. As a matter of fact it is described by
tbe following pre- and postconditions:

precondition
none

postcondition
destination requests are displayed

This situation cannot he implemented by using MBOS, so this diagram must he changed.
These changes consist of introducing additional triggcr flows, which trigger the transfonna
tion whenever somethïng has changed in the store 'destination requests'. By doing so a
satisfactory approximation of the continuous operating transfonnation is made. The
diagram incorporating these changes wi11look Hke depicted in the next figure.
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Figure 5.7 Diagram after removal of continuous operation

Aremark should be made about the diagram of the implementation model in the previous
figure. In this diagram we see that a data transformation triggers another data transformati
on. Strictly speaking, this is a violation of the mIes of Ward/MeUor. However when we
will write code for this diagram, we will translate these trigger flows into caUs of othcr
functions. So we feel that this is not a very serious problem.

5.2.4 Necessity of control transformations

Another comparison of the diagrams in figure 5.6 and 5.7, i.e. thc diagram of the cssential
model and the corresponding diagram of the implemcntation model, reveals other changes.
In the original situation the transformation 'store destination request' was also enabled at
start-up by the control transformation. Whenever a destination request was entered, it was
processed by the transformation and an event was sent to the control transformation
indicating that a destination request was entered. This rcsultcd in the sending of the event
'destination request received' by the control transformation.

In the implementation model this situation is changed. A destination request results in
triggering the transformation 'store destination request'. This transformation will rctrieve
data from the store 'temporal data' and process it. The transformation will also send the
event 'destination request received' .

This last change in the model, is also a typical constraint introduced by MBOS. There
must be a control transformation in every process which controls the activities carried out.
This control transformation responds to certain events depending on the state it is in, and
triggers the correct data transformations. These events may come from outsidc the diagram,
can be derived from a discrete data flow by an additional transformation, or are intcmal to
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the process. In the next chapter about coding the implementation model we will see how
these sorts of events will be translated into code.

§ 5.3 The module stage

After we have identifled the processes for MBOS and introduced the constraints into the
model, we have arrived at the flnal stage in the derivation of the implementation model,
tbe so-called module stage. As we saw in paragraph 3.5, a module can be compared with a
function in the 'c'-programming language. It's possible to build functions in a hierarchical
way, i.e. a function can caU a subfunction, which can call sub-subfunctions etc. Modules
can be compared with the data transformations on the lowest level of the model. A number
of those modules together with a control transformation form a process in MBOS.
Whenever one module gets too complex, it must be subdivided until it gets comprehensible
again. A structure chart can be used to facilitate this.

In our examples, we could describe the lowest level data transformations in less than a
page. It is our experience that in such a case it is not necessary to build structure charts.
The writing of 'c'-code tumed out to be easy enough, so we had no further practical
experience with those charts.

§ 5.4 Summary

In the preceding discussion we have derived an implementation model for the use of
MBOS. We therefore incorporated information about tbe implementation technology into
the essential model. Choosing MBOS on a single processor system as the implementation
technology made it possible to derive the implementation model in two stages instead of
the generaUy tbree stages that were distinguished in chapter 3.

The resulting implementation model can now be coded. This will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 6 Coding the implementation model in 'c'

§ 6.1 IntroductIon

In the previous chapter we have derived the implementation model for the usage of MBOS
out of the essential model. We have mapped thc essential model onto tasks and modules
and adapted the model to satisfy the constraints introduced by MBOS. These tasks are
equal to the processes in MBOS. Every process is in this way described by a transformati
on diagram. Each symbol in these diagrams must somehow be translated into Hnes of code.
In this chapter we will see how we can use the programming language 'c' and the services
that are offered by MBOS in doing so. The choice of 'c' is brought about by the fact that
MBOS is also written in 'c' and that for correct operation it is assumed that the applicati
on is also written in itl

.

Throughout this chapter we will be using the transformation diagram depicted in figure 5.7
to show how the symbols can be translated. This transformation diagram has been assigned
to a process since it is a lowest level diagram of the essential model. To make the whole
system operational we also have to translate the rest of the model. By doing so we get a
set of processes that form the system.

§ 6.2 TranslatIng the elements of the dlagrams

6.2.1 Translating stores

A first step in the translation of the symbols of tbe diagrams is the coding of the stores in
the diagrams. The stores will be translated into variables. AU the possibilities that are
offered by the programming language 'c' can be used. We also can define a variabie to be
static or dynamic and we have to decide if a variabie should be global or local. The reason
for doing this as one of the first things is that the functions we will be writing will be
mak.ing use of these variables.

The choice if a variabie should be global or local is derived from the set of diagrams.
Whenever more than one transformation is using a particular store, it cannot he local to
that transformation ( or function as we will sec) anymore. We are then forced to make it
global. 'c' offers in that case some possibilities, dcpcnding on the placc thc variabic is
declared and on the fact if the variabie is statie or not. Statie variables will keep their
values between different function eaUs in contrast with dynamic variables. 'c' offers
further a number of possibilities for dec1aring variables. A few examples are arrays,
structures, enumeration variables etc. For details the reader is referred to for example
[Ker88] or [KeI84].

During the translation of a store into a variabie we can use the description of that variabie
in the data dictionary. We will deal with a number of examples from the appendices.

Let's take a look at the example that is depicted in figure 5.7. This figure is assigned to a
process of MBOS. In this figure the store 'destination requests' is used by a number of
transformations. When we consider the whole model, it is used by other transformations in

I,C' offers however pollibilitieJ 10 use asJemblerinstr~liofll OM -rOllIWJ
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other proeesses too. That's why this variabie must be of the type globa1. lts value must
also be saved between different funetion ealls, so we have to define it as a statie variabie.
In the data dictionary of the essentia1 model it is deseribed in the following way:

@ elevator-number + { floor-number }

We have translated this into an array of integers as follows:

int destination_requests [ max_numbecoCelevators ] [ max_numbecoCfloors ]

It ean a1so be graphieally represented as in the figure below, with max_number_oCeleva
tors =4 and max_numbecoCfloors =40.

"'..Ior__
1 2 3 4

~~f-----if-----i---j

::or. ~ f-----if-----if--l---j

4

do.linalion...-quolt.

Figure 6.1 Store
,destination-re
quests'

In every eubic1e of the array a request is indicated with a one. If no request exists the
value is zero.

Another example, involving a strueture is the store 'elevator-statuses' in figure 5.7. It is
originally deseribed in the data dictionary as follows:

{ elevator-status }

with elevator-status= @ elevator-number + elevator-state + eurrent-floor

with elevator-state = [ moving-up I moving-down I parked I stoppcd I out-of-service ]

We have translated this into a strueture:

struet elevatocstatus
{
Elevator_state elevatocstate;
int eurrencfloor;

}

with Elevatocstate an enumerated variabie, defined as follows:

enum Elevatocstate { moving_up, movin!Ldown, parked, stopping_on_the_way_up, stop
ping_on_the_way_down, outofserviee }
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With this structure we declared an array:

elevatocstatus elevatocstatuses [ max_numbecoCelevators ]

This structure can be visualised as in the next figure ( max_numbecoCelevators = 4 ).

t1evatorol'llllllber

, 2 3 4

t1.....tor·
Ilall

curnnt
loor

elevalor-slaluses
Figure 6.2 Store'Ele
vator statuses'

Another kind of store in the diagrams of the implementation model is an event store. An
event store is nothing more than a semaphore structure. As we saw in paragraph 4.2.2 a
semaphore consists of an integer variabie on which two indivisible operations are defined
apart from an initialisation operation. Since MBOS is a non-precmptive operating systcm
this should be easy to realise in code for example by aflag. The question howcvcr ariscs if
we do need this semaphore at all ? In our examples we didn't need it at all because we
knew that the data were safe because of the fact that MBOS is non-preemptive.

There are however situations imaginable in which data is not yet valid. The processing of
this data is then not allowed and some way of protection must be found. For this, one
could use aflag to indicate the validity of the data. So we see that there are also possibili
ties in MBOS and the programming language to solve the problem of translating the event
store.

For other examples of translating stores one should take a look in the appendices, in which
we give the implementation models of the two examplcs together with an data dictionary
in which the corresponding 'c'-code for the symbols in the diagrams is included.

6.2.2 TranslatIng control transformatIons

A next step is the translation of control transformations into code. This means that we have
to set up the statetables as discussed in paragraph 4.5.3. Starting-points are the state
diagrams which are drawn as a further definition of the control transformations.

Every state in such a diagram must get its own statetabie. Sometimes a control transforma
tion is described by a statediagram with just one state, like in the example of figure 5.7.
The statediagram is given in the figure below.
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Figure 6.3 Example statediagram

We can translate tbis into a statetabie, as follows:

Every entry in tbe statetabie consists of two elements. First we note down an identification
of tbe received (event)flow, called tbe nucleo. Next we write down tbe function tbat has to
he executed. This is a translation of tbe trigger flows which dcpartcd from tbc control
transformation. Each table should end with { DEF, dummy}, to solve tbe situation in
which a nudeo is received, tbat should not resuH in thc execution of a function. In tbis
situation a dummy function is executed. This is an cmpty function but it may howcvcr he
adapted for fault diagnosis.

If we must implement a statediagram witb multiple statcs, we gct for cach state a stateta
bie, like tbe one we just saw. An example of such a multiple statediagram is tbe process
we introduced for managing tbe user-interface ( see paragraph 6.2.6 and appendices ).

6.2.3 TranslatIng data transformations

The next symbol in tbe implementation model we want to translate is tbe data transformati
on. Code must he written for tbe transformations in tbe diagrams on tbe lowest level of tbe
implementation model. These were tbe diagrams tbat were assigned to the proccsses of
MBOS. Higher levels are just summarisations of tbe lowcr levels and form no active
contribution to tbe operation of tbe system.

h's possible to derive tbe actual code from tbe description of tbe transformation in tbe
dictionary. In case of tbe elevator scheduler/controller these descriptions were given in pre-
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and postconditions.

For example tbe transformation 'Store destination request' in figure 5.7 was described in
tbe dictionary as follows:

precondition
input-destination-request occurs

postcondition
input-destination-request is stored
destination-request-entered is produced

It can he coded in this way:

Some remarks must he made about tbis translation. Thc question remains if the original
description in tbe dictionary is equal 10 tbe actual code we drew up. This is however a
problem that cannot he solved. A description in (informal) pre- and postconditions is not
formal enough to prove a correct translation. This is a shortcoming of tbe whole method. A
description in a more formal way may he a solution, but may confine the creativity of tbe
designer.

Another remark we have to make is about tbe usage of tbe Param_i variables. As we will
see in tbe next paragraph, when sending a message, containing data, to a process we have
to agree upon an order in whïch tbe data are stored in tbc parameters. When tbis message
is detected and processed, tbe dispatcher copies tbe data into global variables which can
tben he used by tbe function tbat is executed. This function may use tbe first parameter of
tbe received message under tbe name Param_l, tbe second under tbe name Param_2, and
so onl. In tbe previous example in Param_l an elevatocnumher is stored and in Param_2
a floor_numher.

IA.f wt" saw in paragraph 4.5.2 tht"Te is CIUTt"IJI/y Q limit offive parQ/lldt"rs ro he induded in amellage.
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Another point for attention is the calling of a subroutine 'display_destination_requests'.
This is a translation of the trigger flow which departs from the data traosfonnation ( figure
5.7 ). One cao argue if this is desirabie. Another solution would he to send a message to
the process itself. This only leads to a lot of clerical work and will eventually result in the
execution of that function. So why not 'triggering' it during the execution of another
function ?

The last action that is taken by this function is the sending of an event message as a
translation of the event flow 'destination_requescreceived'. This is however the subject of
the next paragraph.

Other examples are found in the appendices, in which we give the complete implementati
on models of the two examples together with an data dictionary in which the corres
ponding 'C'-code for the symbols in the diagrams is included.

6.2.4 TranslatIng flows

In the previous section we already saw an example of the use of the service 'eventmsg(...)'.
This was a translation for the event flow which departed from the data transfonnation to
another transfonnation. In this paragraph we will generalise this and illustrate the usage of
the services 'message(...)' and 'eventmsg(...)' as a translation of the flows in the model.

A discrete data flow is translated into a message containîng data. For mis we cao lJse the
service 'message (...)' offered by MBOS. An example of the usage of the service 'messa
ge' is foood in the code for the transfonnation 'incr. time' of figure 5.4. It is summed up
below.
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In this example we see that the discrete data flow 'display_time' is translated into a
message.

The service 'message' is called with a number of parameters and it is possible to send
some data to the receiving process. An event flow is translated into the sending of an event
message with the service 'eventmsg'. It is not possible to send data with an event
messagel, but as far as the other parameters are concemed the message and the event
message are identical.

The first parameter is the number of the priority queue in which the message must be put.
In the current version of MBOS we have the disposal of three priority queues. This can
however be extended if necessary. With these queues we are able to favour tbe retrieval of
certain messages over others. An example is alarm messages which have to he handled
with a higher priority than others. With these queues we can also influence the order in
which the messages are processed and consequently influence the order of execution of
functions. An example is given below.

In this example an event message is sent with low priority. Depending on what message is
sent, a new value is caIculated for 'ConstaneX'. This ConstancX, a new vaIue or an old
one, is then used to determine if the system operates safely. If not, this results in the

JTha,'s ,h~ r~ason why it's coll~d on ~wtr/messo8~
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sending of a message with a high priority ( shuCdown_system ). In spite of thc fact that
this message is sent later then the other, this message will he processed earlier.

The next parameter is an identification of the flow, the so-called nuc1eo. For this we can
use the name of the flow in the implementation model.

After that the destination process and the sending process are given. It is also possible that
these two processes are identical, so a translation of a flow from a process to the same
processI. A reason for doing this may he that the execution of a transformation takes too
long. When we send a message to the process itself, the execution of a transformation is
delayed, allowing other messages to he processed earlier.

Another reason for doing this is to exploit the state mechanism of a process. During the
explanation of the working of the dispatcher in MBOS in section 4.5.4, we saw that
whenever a message is detected, it is evaluated and the received nuc1eo is looked up in the
statetabie, after which the corresponding function is performed. So when for example two
ways of execution are possible in a certain module and it depends, among other things, on
the state the process is in which of those two ways are executed, we cao use the state
mechaoism of the process and send a message to the process itself. Sec the following
example.

statetables:

state X [ ] =
{
{ general_nucleo , general_function},
{ nuc1eo_A, function_A},
{DEF, dummy},

}

state Y [ ] =
{
{ general_nuc1eo , generaCfunction},
{ nuc1eo_B, function_B},
{ DEF, dummy},

}

Functions:

void generalJunction (void)
{
result =do_something 0;
if result = true then

eventmsg(1owprio, nuc1eo_A,
SAME_process.
SAME_process);

else eventmsg(lowprio, nuc1eo_B,
SAME-process,
SAME_process);

void function_A (void)
{
do_somethingO;
}

void function_B (void)
{
do_something_differentO;
}

Whenever we have to send a message to more than one proeess, we have to eaU this
service a numher of times and send the message to eaeh of the desired proeesses. The
order in whieh these messages are sent is also the order in whieh they are processed ( if
they are put in the same priority queue ! ).

'This is howe"", a yio1atiOfl of lhe 110lation ofWardlMe/lo,
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When using the service 'message' we may aIso send data with the message to the receiving
process. Tbis is not possible with 'eventrnsg'.

In paragraph 5.2.4 we distinguished three sorts of events, namely events that come from
outside the diagram, that can be derived from a discrete data flow by an additionaI
transformation, or that are intemal to the process. Only the first type is trans]ated into an
event message.

Tbe second type of events are automaticaIly derived from a discrete data flow by MBOS.
Tbis is caused by the operation of MBOS ( see section 4.5.4 ).

IntemaI events are also not translated into any service. An example of such intemaI events
is given in the figure below.

overload

2.1. manage summons schedule

Mon Nov 23, 1992 20:05

Syslem Architect

I
I .. .
I desnnallOnsJl"ncling,

o

Figure 6.4 Example of illtemal evellts

In this diagram we see two intemal event flows, namely 'elevator available' and 'eleva
tocnocavailable'. Tbe event 'elevatocnocavailable' results, as is depicted in the
describing statediagram of the figure below, in a state-transition.
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Figure 6.5 Statediagram of 'Contro/ summons scheduling'

This event is therefore translated as follows within the code of the transforrnation Schcdu
le_summons:

NEWSTATE =summons_schedule...,pending;

The state 'scheduling summons' is a so-called transitory state. Whenever the execution of
the transforrnation 'Schedule summons' results in "sending" an event 'elevatocavailable',
the statediagram will return to the starting-state. This means that we can leave the state
unchanged assuming that we started in the state 'Scheduling idle'. This assumption is
satisfied by putting NEWSTATE = scheduling_id/e at the beginning of the code for the
transforrnation 'Schedule summons'. So whenever this code is executed the state of the
process will be 'scheduling idle' which may then change as a result of the transforrnation
to 'summons_schedule_pending'. For details see the appendix of the elevator schedu
Ier/controller.

6.2.5 Translating multiple transformatIons

In the example of the elevator schcduler/controller we made use of the symbol for a
multiple data transforrnation. One way to implement this is to dcfine multiple processes. In
this case we create a process for every occurrence of this transfonnation. Together with
these processes we have to make statetables since every instance of the multiple transfor
mation is in a different state. We also must multiply the code for each process we gel. All
in all this results in a lot of overhead, is however easy to realise ( just copy it ) but takes
up a lot of space.
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There is however another solution thinkable. This aItemative only requires some additionaI
storage and sometimes one extra process. It is based on the idea to caIl the functions with
a parameter. Due to the construction of the statetables it is not possible to caU a function
directly with a parameter. We can however use a message in which we store the desired
parameter as a data element. This parameter may then he used by the executed function to
distinguish hetween the different instances of the multiple data transformation. The state of
each instance of the transformation can then he stored in a data store.

When we are using the timerfacility of MBOS to send a message, it's not possible to store
this parameter since a timer can only send an event message. To overcome this problem
we need an extra process which converts an event message into a message with a data
item. An example is given in the figure helow.

Figure 6.6 COllverS;OIl of
event f10ws to a data flow

In the example of the elevator scheduler/controller we used this last solution to implcment
the multiple data transformation. We also used an extra process like depicted in the
previous figure. This extra process sent a message containing the numbcr of the elevator
that arrived at a floor to the process that controlled the elevators. This was in fact the
multiple data transformation since each elevator must he controlled in a same way, but
independent of the other elevators. The control information of the elevators was stored in a
store caUed 'elevator-statuses'. The correct data for each elevator could he stored by using
the parameter that was received with the message. For details the reader is advised to take
a look in the appendix about the elevator scheduler/controller.

One can argue if this is a satisfactory solution. The introduction of an extra process is only
brought about hecause of the fact that timers in MBOS are not able to send data messagcs.
It should he possible to make an extension to MBOS, for example (re)starcdata_timer (...),
but one can also have the opinion to use MBOS as it is now and put up with it as another
constraint.

6.2.6 TranslatIng terminators

The remaining symbols in the implementation model to he implemented are the termina
tors. Sometimes they are already established and we have to live we that, at other times wc
must do the implementation ourselves. When we are in that last situation we can make use
of the possibilities that are given by MBOS and the programming language 'C'. In this
paragraph we will see a few examples of implementations of terminators, like a user
interface and an interrupthandler.

When we take a look at the context diagram of for example the programmabie room
temperature controller in the next figure, we see that a user sends some discrete flows to
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the system. We saw in a previous paragraph that these flows are translated into messages.
So what we have to do is define a process, a so-called keyboard handier, which assembles
these messages and sends them, if ready, to the rest of the system.

keyboard display

clock

~
contexl

Wed Nov 18,1992 00:57

_ System r-\rchlte<:t

temp. sensor heater

Figure 6.7 Context ofprogrammabIe room temperature controller

This process will be defined in the same way as we defined the other processes. So we
must define statetables and functions that will be executed upon receipt of a certain nucIeo.

The user interface we realised in the examples consists of three keys on the keyboard,
namely the arrow-up, the arrow-down and the enter key. H's possible to walk through a
number of states by using the arrow-keys and if we are satisfied with the state, we can
press the enter-key. We defined for example a state to get a ncw day for storage in the
system. With the arrow keys we go to a state 'get day', press <enter> and use the arrow
keys again to install a certain day. When we are satisfied wc press <enter> again and a
message will be sent to the system containing the desircd day. This message will he
processed like other messages, in a way we coded it.

The statetabie for the example state can look for instance like:
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The nucleo 'key_pressed' is sent by the timer interrupthandlcr, as we will see hereafier,
whenever it detects that a key has been pressed by the user. This interrupthandler does not
detect which key is pressed, but this is done by the routine 'geckey' of the process.

This routine 'geckey' sends an event message to the process itself, indicating which of the
three valid keys is pressed. This is then received and depending on the state the process is
in, a routine is started. In the example being discussed here, we coded that whenever the
ok-key is pressed ( this is the enter-key ) a message, containing a new day is sent to the
process that manages the storage of the day. Afier this is done the keyboard handlcr returns
to its idle state waiting for a new message to be assembIed.

Next to that we also defined a time_out nucleo that may he received by the process,
indicating that during a certain amount of time na key is pressed. In this situation the
process returns to its idle state.

The process 'keyboard handIer' is graphically depicted in the next figure. More detailed
information is found in the appendices.

ok...........
key-pressed
.......

Figure 6.8 Process 'keyboardhalldler'

In the applications we wrote with MBOS we made use of the timer interrupt as an external
souree of messages. This timer interrupt occurs 18.2 times a second. When it occurs, a
interrupt service routine is executed. This routine is given bclow.
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We already noticed that the timer interrupthandler checks if a key is pressed. Other things
that the timer interrupt takes care of are keeping the timers, as defined in MBOS, up to
date and if a timer expires, take care that the desired event message is sent to the right
process. Please refer to tbe source code for more details.

In summary we see that it's possible to implement tenninators using the possibilitics that
are offered by MBOS and tbe prot;ramming languag..: C'. When using MBOS on a
pcrsonal computer, we will mostly use the timerfaciHty of MBOS, to generate messages.
The timer interrupthandler can also he adapted to send messages for example when a key
is hit. Other interrupts available on the personal computer may also be used. They will
send messages and leave the actual processing to the functions in the processes of MBOS.

§ 6.3 Maklng the system operational

In the previous paragraph we showed how we can translate every symbol in tbe implemen
tation model into services of MBOS or Hnes of code. During tbe task stage, described in
the previous chapter we have mapped the essential model onto the processes of MBOS and
got the implementation model. This resulted in a transformation schema for every process
to be made. To make tbe whole system operational we have to translate every symbol in
these diagrams as previously discussed. By doing so we get a set of processes that are
compiled together with tbe code for the operating system into one executable program.
Now we have an operational system.

§ 6.4 Summary

In this chapter we saw how we can use tbe programming language 'c' and tbe services
that are offered by MBOS to implement tbe implementation model by writing Hnes of
code. All symbols in tbe diagrams of the implementation model were somehow translated.
We discussed how the various symbols could he implemented, and we saw some concrete
examples out of the appendices.
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During the translation of the data transfonnation we noticed however a shortcoming in the
method. namely that we cannot prove the correct translation of the description in the data
dictionary of the model into the concrete lines of code. This was due to the infonnal way
of describing the transfonnations in the dictionary. We suggested to make use of more
fonnal description techniques to overcome this problem. This may however contine the
creativeness of the designer.

MBOS was however very usabie for the systems we realised and which are givcn in the
appendices. An extension that can he made is the possibility that upon expiring of a timer
a message with data is sent This should make writing applications easier especia1ly when
you are making a sort of simulation on a personal computer. One may however have the
opinion that MBOS should he used as it is and take this as yet another constraint.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions

The development of a real-time system can be very difficult. Using the structured approach
as suggested by Ward/Me1lor in their books can facilitate this development. It is suggested to
start the design by drawing up an essential model, in which the functionality of the system to
be designed can be described in diagrams and text. In this essential model every detail about
the implementation technology should be omitted. The esscntial model uses an idcal
implementation technology.

When we however want to make a running system we cannot longer hold that view. We must
build another diagram, a so-called implementation model, in which we incorporate information
about the implementation technology.

In this report we tried to make such an implementation model. We tried to make a software
implementation for problems described in an essential model. We used a small operating
system, MBOS, on a personal computer to implement it.

MBOS tumed out to be useful to implcment the examples, namely a programmabie room
tempcrature controller and an elevator scheduler/controller. It was necessary to derive an
implementation model by incorporating constraints introduced by MBOS, into the essential
model. We then had to code the implementation model. The symbols in the diagrams could
be easily translated into a running system.

It was during this coding that we encountered the problem that it is hard to prove the correct
translation of the implementation model into code when the code is described in an informal
language, like (infonnal) pre- and postconditions. The suggestion to use a more formal
language instead could however confine the creativeness of the designer.

The overall method of drawing up first an essential model, then an implementation model and
finally coding, was very useful. The implcmentation model is a good hold during writing and
debugging of the actual code. The resulting implementation model can also he used as a
documentation of the code, that can facilitate the review and the updating of the code on a
later moment.
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Appendix A The programmabie room temperature controller

§ A.1 Introduction

A first example of the usage of the Message Based Operating System (MBOS) is a
programmabIe room temperature controller. We firstly describe the problem. Then we will
give the essential model, out of which we derive an implementation model. The data
dictionary of the implementation model is also included. It contains beside the abstract
notation also the corresponding lines of 'C'-code. Finally we have inserted the listing of the
software. We have included the following files:

• initproc.c, in which the processes and the data are initialised;
• procedur.c, in which the actual perfonned functions are listed;
• statetbl.c plus corresponding header file statetbl.h, that describes the state tables.

These files together foml the application layer around the opcrating system.

§ A.2 Problem statement

Basic requirement is that the progranlmable room tempcrature controller maintains a desired
tempcrature in a certain room by controlling a heating unit. This desired tempcraturc is
established by the user. To provide for future enhancements wc also must be able to set the
time and day to a desired value. By doing this it's possible to expand the system sa that the
user is able to define a program for every day of the week, and program at which time he
wants a certain temperature. The system will take further care that lhis tempcrature is rcached.

The user must he able to read on a display the currcnt time, currcnl day, current tempcrature
and the desired tempcrature. Also the status of the heater must be indicated. When the user
is adjusting a setpoint, he must be supported by this display.

To suppress unwanted fluctuations in the measured tempcrature, for example when someone
passes the tempcrature sensor, the current tempcrature must be averaged. One can for example
average the current temperature with the last three measured temperaturcs.

We further assume that the total heating unit has a hysteresis of one degree Celsius. This
means that the hcater may be turned off when thc difference between the desired temperature
and the current, measured temperature is within one degree.

This narrative description of the requirements must firstly be translated into an esscntial
model. This model is given in the next paragraph. After tl1at we derive an implemcntation
model. For this we will choose MBOS on a single processor system, i.e. a pcrsonal computer,
as the implementation technology. The resulting system, listed in paragraph A.S, is a kind of
simulation of the system. We will use the timer facility in MBOS, to implement a temperature
sensor. When such a timer expires, a variabie will be incremented or decremented according
to the status of the heater. When it's time to take a sample ( another timer expires ), this
variabIe will be used by the system.
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All Definitions
Page 1
Name
Description

friday
**

monday
**

off
**

on
**

saturday
**

second
**

sunday
**

temperature
temperature in degrees Celsius

thursday
**

tuesday
**

wednesday
**

control data
[onloff]

current temp
temperature

currenCtemp
*

Type

Data Element

Data Element

Data Element

Data Element

Data Element

Data Element

Data Element

Data Element

Data Element

Data Element

Data Element

Data Flow

Data Flow

Data Flow

Date

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

event to indicate that a currentlcmp_message
has arrived which has to he handled further

*

day
[mondayltuesdaylwedncsdaylthursdayl
fridaylsaturdaylsunday1

Data Flow

Data Flow

11/19/92

11/19/92

event to indicate that a day_messagc has arrived
which has to handled

*

desired temp
temperature

Data Flow

Data Flow

11/19/92

11/19/92
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Name
Description

Type Date

•
event to indicate that a desiredtemp_message
has arrived which has to handled further
•

display data Data Flow 11/19192
•
information to display on screen
•

displayday Data Flow 11/19192
[mondayltuesdaylwednesdaylthursdayl
fridaylsaturdaylsunday]

display des. temp Data Flow 11/19192
temperature

display heater Data Flow 11/19192
[onloff]

display time Data Flow 11/20/92
O{hour}23 + O{minute )59 + O{ second}59

display_day Data Flow 11/19/92
•
event to indicate that the day
has to be displayed
•

display_des. temp Data Flow 11/19192
•
event to indicate that the desired temperature
has to be displayed
•

display_heater Data Flow 11/19/92
•
event to indicate that the status of the
heater has 10 be displayed
•

display_temp Data Flow 11119192
•
event to indicate that the current temperature
has to be displayed
•

display_time Data Flow 11/19192
•
event to indicate that the time has
to be displayed
•

incr. day Data Flow 11/19192
•
event to indicate that 'day' has to he updated
•

incr. time Data Flow 11/19192
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Name
Description

Type Date

• event to indicate that a seeond has passed. and that
the time has to he updated.

•

setpoints Data Flow
[timeldayldesired_temp)

time Data Flow
O{hour}23 + O{minute}59 + O{ seeond}59

time/day Data Flow
[timelday)

time_event Data Flow
•
event to indieate that a time_message has arrived, whieh
has to be handled further
•

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/20/92

11/19/92

trigger
••

average temp
temperature

Data Flow

Data Store

11/19/92

11/19/92

•
statie signed int average_eurrent_temperature
•

day
[mondayltuesdaylwednesdaylthursdayl
fridaylsaturdaylsunday)

•
statie int days
•

desired temp
temperature

•
statie signed int desired_temperature
•

setpoints
•
summarization of the datastores:
- time
- day
- desired temp
•

temp1
•
temporal data, exclusively owned by the
transformation 'determine average and
eompare'. So the definition in 'c'
ean he found in the deseription of
that transformation in 'c'

Data Store

Data Store

Data Store

Data Store

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92
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Name
Description

•

temp2
•
temporal data, exclusively owned by the
transformation 'determine average and
compare'. So the defmition in 'C'
can he found in the description of
that transformation in 'C'
•

temp3
•
temporal data, exclusively owncd by the
transformation 'determine average and
compare'. So the definition in 'c'
can be found in the description of
that transformation in 'c'
•

Type

Data Store

Data Store

Date

11/19192

11/19192

temporal data Data Store
• temporal data, extractcd from thc dataflow •

time Data Store
0lhour)23 + 0lminute)59 + Ol second)59

•
statie int seconds, minutes, hours
•

day Data Structure
[mondayltuesdaylwednesdaylthursdayl
fridaylsaturdaylsunday]

desired_temp Data Structure
temperature

hour Data Structure
o I minute) 59

minute Data Structure
o I second ) 59

time Data Structure
0lhour)23 + 0lminute )59 + Ol second)59

compare temp Process
void far compare_temp (void)

I

11/19/92

01/21193

11119192

11/19192

01/21193

01/21193

11/19192

01/19193

if «desired_temperature - average_currenCtemperature»=l)
I
eventmsg(highprio, heater_on, environment, control_heater);
message(lowprio, display_heater, display_information, control_heater.on,O.O,O,O);
}

else

I
eventmsg(highprio, heater_off, environment. control_heater);
message(lowprio, display_heater. display_information, control_heater, off,O,O,O,O);
}
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Name
Description

control control heater
state for_control_heater [] =
{

{ current_temp, det_average },
{ desired_temp, set_desired_temp },
{ OEF, dummy }

}

Type

Process

Date

01/22/93

control display info Process
state for_display [] =
{

{ display_day , displayday },
{ display_time, displaytime },
{ display_temp, displaycurtemp},
{ display_heater, displayheater},
{ display_desired_temp, displaydestemp},
{ OEF , dummy. }

}

control manage day Process
state for_day [] =
{

{ incr_day, updateday },
{ set_day , setday },
{OEF , dummy }

}

control manage time Process
state for_time [] =
{
{ incr_time, updatetime },
{ set_time, SetTirne },
{ OEF , dummy }

}

determine average Process
void far det_average_compare (void)
{

static int temp_I=20,temp_2=20,temp_3=20;

average_currenCtemperature=Param_1 ;
temp_l=temp_2;
temp_2=temp_3;
temp_3=Param_l; /* current temperature */

compare_tempO;

11/19/92

11/19/92

11/19/92

16/01/23

display cur. temp.
void far displaycurtemp (void)
(

gotoxy(25,13);
printf ("%3i", Param_l);

}

displayday
void far displayday (void)

Process

Process

01/22/93

01/22/93
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Description

{
ehar *Convert_day (word);

gotoxy(43,9);
printf ( "%s",Convert_day(Param_l »;

I

ehar *Convert_day (word day_index)
{
statie ehar *day_array[7] =

{"monday ",
"tuesday ",
"wednesday ",
"thursday ",
"friday ",
"saturday ",
"sunday ",

I;
return (day_array[day)ndex]);

I

display des. temp.
void far displaydestemp (void)
{

gotoxy(47,13);
printf("%3d", Param_l);

}

display heater
void far displayheater (void)
{

gotoxy(24,16);
printf("%2d", Param_I);

I

display time
void far displaytime (void)
{
gotoxy(42,1O);
printf("%2d",Param_3);
printf(":%3d", Param_2);
printf(":%3d", Param_l);

incr. day
void far updateday (void)
{
days= (days+8) % 7;

Type

Process

Process

Process

Process

Date

01/22193

01/22193

01/22193

11/19192

message(lowprio, display_day. display_information, manage_day,days.O.O,O,O);

incr.time
void far updatetime ( void )
{

if (++ seeonds = 60)
{

seeonds =0;

Process 01/21193
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if (++ minutes == 60)
{

minutes = 0;
if(++ hours == 24)

{

Type Date

hours = 0;
eventmsg(highprio, incr_day, manage_day, manage_time);

}
message(lowprio, display_time, display_information, manage_time,

seconds, minutes, hours,O,O);

separate data from event
*

Process 11/20/92

This transformation separates data from even!. It's a service
offered by the Operating System. Whenever a message is detected
by the OS, it's copied in,to global variables ( here indicated by
the datastore 'tcmporal data'), and can be accessed by any function.
After this the OS searches through thc statctable of the receiving
process to find out which function has to be carried out. i.e.
which transformation has to be triggered. This depends on the
state the receiving process is in.

*

set day Process
void far setday (void)
{
days=Param_l;
message(lowprio, display_day, display_information. manage_day. days.O,O,O,O);
}

set desired temp. Process
void set_desired_temperature ( void )
{
desired_temperature = Param_l;
messagc( lowprio, display_desired_temp. display-information. control_heater.

desired_temperature,O,O,O.O);

compare_temp 0;

set time Process
void far SetTime (void)
{
seconds = Param_l;
minutes = Param_2;
hours = Param_3;
message(lowprio, display_time, display_information. manage_time,

seconds.minutes.hours.O,O);

11/19/92
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•
•
•
•

• SfATEl'BL.H
• Declara/ions r! sta/es
•...........................,

1~~~~;~1~~~~~j~~~~~~~~~~~~j~J1~~!!~~~~~~~~~tjiij~~1~~~ji~ilj~~®1~~~~1~~~j~j;~~~~~!i~~~~~~~t~!~~~~~~;~~!i!;~~ii~~~~jj~~~~ij~~~~ii~~~~]ji;~~~~~~~tt~~t~~~~jji~~it~j~i~;t~~~~~ii~~~~~tfttt~jt~j;i~~jjj~~~~~ij~~~~j~~~~~~~~~~~~ij~j~~~ti~~tjtJjmG'n' jI
, .
•

, ..
• Here JOU should dec/are all sta/es •.....................................,
extern state far foUime [ ];
extern state far foU1ay [ ];
extern state far for_display[ ];
extern state far idle [ ];
extern state far progr [ ];
extern state far getprogr [ ];
extern state far hour [ J;
extern state far gethour [ ];
extern state far min [ ];
extern state far get_min [ ];
extern state far sec [ ];
extern state far getsec [ ];
extern state far day I: ];
extern state far getday [ ];
extern state far fouonlrol_heater [ ];
extern state far fouampler [ ];
extern state far cooling..down [ ];
extern state far lieateUumed_on [ ];
extern state far warming..up [ ];
extern state far lieateUumed_off [ ];
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, .
•
• srATEl'BL.C
• Dec/arariontdefinirion of rhe slare-rables
•...............................................,
#include ·c:'OOrtv~xtem.i·

, .
• Here rhe srare-rables are dec/ared
• AU lables should end wirh {DEF,dummy} •.........................................,
extern void far updatetime(void);
extern void far SetTime(void);

extern void far updateday(void);
extern void far setday(void);

extern void far displaytime(void);
extern void far displayday(void);
extern void far displaycurtemp(void);
extern void far displayheater(void);
extern void far displaydestemp(void);

extern void far g02idle(void);
extern void far g02progr(void);
extern void far g02hour(void);
extern void far g02min(void);
extern void far g02sec(void);
extern void far g02dar(VOid);
extern void far g02ge 0)rogr(void);
extern void far g02get:]lour(void);
extern void far g02geLmin(void);
extern void far g02geLsec(void);
extern void far g02geLday(void);
extern void far Incrday(void);
extern void far decrday(void);
extern void far incrhour(void);
extern void far decrhour(void);
extern void far incrmin(void);
extern void far decrmin(void);
extern void far incrseC(void);
extern void far decrseC(void);
extern void far incrtemp(void);
extern void far decrtemp(void);
extern void far send lime(void);
extern void far send:::day(void);
extern void far sendJemp(void);
extern void far geU<ey(void);

extern void far seLdesiredJemp(void);
extern void far detaverage(void);

extern void far g02heater lumed on (void);
extern void far g02warming up(void);
extern void far g02coolingjfown(void);
extern void far g02heater_lurned_off(void);

extem void far calculate_temp (void);
extern void far Incr_secsyassed(void);
extern void far change rc(void);

extern void far dummy(void);

, .
• srare for process manage_rime.........................................,
state fOrJime [] =
I

I incrJime. updatetime \.
I selJime , SetTime I.
I OEF • dwr.my I

I;
, .
• srare for process manage day.........................................,
state for_day [] =
{

( incr_day. updateday I.
{ setday , setday I.
( OEF • dummy I

);

, .
• srare for process display informarion •........................•................,
state for_display IJ =
{

( display_day , displayday I.
{ displayJime, displaytime /.
I displaYJemp. displaycurtempl.
I display_heater. displayheater I.
I display_desired_temp. displaydesternp I.
( OEF , dummy I

I;
, .
• Srares for process keyboard-handler.........................................,
state idle [] =
(

I key_pressed. get_keyl.
(up ; go2progr I.
( dolm. go2day I.
t OEF • dummy I

};

state progr [] =
I

I key_pressed. get_keyl.
I up • go2hour I.
{ dOlm. go2idle I.
{ ok. go2get..progr }.
{ time_out, go2idle I.
lOEF, dummy 1

);

state hour [] =
(



I key-pressed• geUeyI. I ok • go2getsec ],
I up • go2min I. t DEF • dwruny I
I down. go2pro~ I. I;
I time_out. go2ulle I.
I ok • go2gethour I state geUec (J =

I; f

state min (J =
I key_pressed. getkeyl.
I up • incrsec t.

I I down • decrsec I.
I key-pressed• getkeYI. { time_out. go2idle I.
I up • go2sec I. I ok • sendJime I.
I down • go2hour I. ( DEF • dwruny. I
I ok • go2get_min I. I;
( time_out. go2idle I.
( DEF • dummy I state getday (J =

I; (

state sec IJ =
I key_pressed. getkeyI.
I up • incrday I.

I I down • decrday I.
I key-pressed. getkeyl. I time_out. go2idle I.
(up • go2day I. I ok • send_day J.
I down • go2min I. I DEF ,dwruny }
I ok • go2get_sec I. );
I time_out. go2idle J.
I DEF ,dwruny I ,....................................

I: • State lor procm control keater •.......................•............,
state day D=
I state fouontrol_heater [] =

( key-Pressed'JcetkeyI. I
(up .go2i e I. I currenUemp. detaverage I.
( down , go2sec I. I desiredJemp. setdesiredJemp I.10k. go2getday I. I DEF. dwruny I

time_out. go2idle I. I;
( DEF • dummy I

I: ,....................................
• States lor procm environment

state gel-JllOgr D= ....................................,
(

I key"'pressed. gel_keyJ. state coolin&.-down [] =
I up. incrtemp I. I
( down. decrtemp I. I heater_on, go2warrning_upl.
( ok, sendJemfï I. IDEF , dummy
I time_DUt. go idle I. I:
I DEF. dummy I

I; state heater_turned_on (J =
state gel_hout (J = I

( time_outJ, go2wannin&.-upl.
( ( heater_oft, go2cooling_downl.

( key-pressed, gel_keYJ. I DEF • dwruny
I up • incrhour I. J;
I down • decrhour I.
I time_out. ~o2idle I. state waooin&.-up (J =
I ok • go getmin I. I
( DEF ,dummy I I heater_off. go2coolin&.-downl.

I; I DEF • dwruny

state gel_min (] = I;

I state heaterJurned_off (J =
I key-pressed, ~eI_keyl.

I.
II up • incoom [ time_out2, go2cooling_downl.

I down • decrmin I. ( heater_on, go2waooin&.-up I.
( time_out, ~o2idle ], ( DEF • dwnmy 1
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);

, .
• slltt for sampltr.......................................,
state fouampler 0 =
I

I sampleJemp, calculateJempl.
I inccsecs-passed, Incr_secs-Jlassed}.
{ env_slale_changed, change_fC J.
{ DEF. dummy J

I;



Tuner[i).Used=FREE;

, .
•
• INITPROC.C
• Initia/ues procmes, timers.
• buffers OIId mmage-queues.
•...................................,
#include ·c:'bartv'extem.i"

void far initprocess(void)
(

byte i,Buffref;

, .
• Hert you slwuld initia/ise your proctSltS. •.............................................,
Process[keyboard_handler).PubIStat=RUNNING;
Process[keyboard_handler).State= idle;
Process[keyboard_handler].Substate= 0;

Process(manageJime].PublStat=RUNNING;
Process(manageJime].State= forJime;
Process(manageJime).Substate= 0;

Process(manage_day).PubIStat=RUNNING;
Process[manage_day).State= for_day;
Process(manage_day).Substate= 0 ;

Process[displayjnfonnation).PubIStat=RUNNING;
Process(displayjnfonnation}.State= for_display;
Process[displayjnfonnation).Substate= 0;

Process(controtheater).PubIStat=RUNNING;
Process(control_heater).State= for_controtheater;
Process(control_heater).substate= 0;

Processlsamplerj.PubIStat=RUNNING;
Process sampler .State= focsampler;
Process(sampler).Substate= 0;

Process[environment).PubIStat=RUNNING;
Process(environment).State= alolinLdown;
Process[environment).Substate= 0;

ft Sink .,
Process[SINK).PubIStat = BLOCKED;

lor (i=O ; i<MAXTlMER ; itt) ,. free all timers .,
I

I;

lor(Buffref=O;Buffref<NUMBUF;Buffreftt) ,. free all buffers .,

Ram.Used [Buffref)=FREE;
Ram.Buffer[Buffref).Iength=O;

lor(i=O;i<=MAXPRIO;itt) ,. Initia/ize tilt message queues .,

hu~cMen (i] =0;
lnEscMen [i] =0;
LargoFifo[i] =0;

I· initiate timer for sampler .,
slartJimer( highprio, sampleJemp, sampler, SEC);



PROCEDUR.C
Tht proctdures Ihal per/orm Ihe
aclioM of Iht slalemachines

, .
•
•
•
•
•....................................,
#include <bios.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#inc lude <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include 'c:lJlartv\extem.i'

extern void far vectunset(void);

, .
• lhis file conlains Iht aclua! procedures.................................................,

void far setday (void)
(
days=ParamJ;
message(lowprio, display_day, displayjnformation. manage_day, days,O,O,O,O);
I
, .
• Functions 10 per/orm ll'ilh display_infarmalion.................................................,
void far displaytime (void)
I
gotoxy(42,10);
printf("%2d",Param_3);
printf(":%3d", Param_2);
printf(":%3d", Param_I);

gotoxy(25,13);
printf ("%3d",Param_I);

void far displaycurtemp (void)
(

char 'Convert_day (word);

gotoxy(43,9);
printf ( "%s",Convert_day(Pararn_l));

statie int seconds, minutes, hours, days;

, .
• Funtlions 10 per/arm WÎlh managt lilllt................................•................,
void far updatetime ( void )
I

if (++ seconds = 60)
I

seconds =0;
if (++ minutes = 60)

I

void far displayday
I

(void)

minutes = 0;
if (++ heurs = 24)

I
hours = 0;
eventmsg(highprio, incr_day, manage_day, manageJime);

I
messageOowprio. displaYJime. display_informalion. manageJime, seconds, minutes, hours,O,O);

void far SetTIme (void)
I
seconds = Param I'
minutes = Param);
OOurs Param_3;
messageOowprio, displaYJime. display_information, manageJime, seconds,minutes,hours,O,O);

)

, .
• FUIIClions 10 per/arm wilh manage day.................................................,
void far updateday (void)
I
days= (days+8) % 7;

messageOowprio, display_day, displayjnformation, manage_day,days,O,O,O,O);

void far displaydestemp (void)
(

gotoxy(47,13);
printf("%3d". Param_l);

void far displayheater (void)
I

gotoxy(24,16);
printf("%2d",Param_I);

, .
• FunClions 10 per/arm wilh keyboard handIer.................................•...............,
void far get key (void)
I unsignedlnt key_entry;

int character, scan_code;

key_entry= bioskey(O);
character= key_entry & OxFF;
scan_code= key_entry » 8;
gotoxy(21,20);

if (character==O) sw"ch (scan_code)
I case Ox48: eventmsg(highprio, up, keyboard_band Ier, keyboard_handler);

break;



');

");

eest OxSO: eventmsg(highprio, down, keyboard_handler. keyboardJlandler);
bInk;

I

if (scan_code==Ox Ic)
(
eventmsg(highprio, ok, keyboard_handler, keyboard_handIer);
I

if (character=='q') ( vectunsetO;
clrscrO;
printf("Have a niee day 1");
_exit(O);
I

void far g02idle (void)
(

stoPJimer(lowprio, time_out, keyboanthandler);
gotoxy(l7,18);
printf("going to idle
gotoxy(l7,19);
rlntf("

fJËWSTATE= idle;
I
void far g02~rogr (void)
I gotoxy(l7,18);

printf("going to temp. ");
restarttimer(lowprio, time_out,keyboard_handler,vijfsec);
NEWSTATE--progr;

I
void far go2hour (void)
I

NEWSTATE = hour;
restarttimer(lowprio,time_out,keyboard_handler,vijfsec);
gotoxy(17,18);
printf("going to hour ');

)

void far g02min (void)
I
NEWSTATE= min;
restarttimer(lowprio,time_out,keyboard_handIer,vijfsec);
gotoxy(17,18);
printf("going to min. ");

)

void far g02sec (void)
I
NEWSTATE= sec;
resIaJUimer(1owprio.time_out,keyboard_handler,vijfsec);
gotoxy(l7,18);
printf("going to sec. ");
I
void far g02day (void)
(
NEWSTATE= day;
restart_timer(lowprio,time_out,keyboard_handIer,vijfsec);
gotoxy(l7,18);
printf("going to day ");
1

stetie int lemp_hour;

void far g02ge'-hour (void)
t temp_hour = hours;

gotoxy(20,19);
prinlf("%5d",temp_hour);
gotoxy(l7,18);
printf("getting hour. ");
restartJimer(lowprio,lime_out,keyboard_handler,vijfsec);
NEWSTATE= gel_hour;

I

stetie int temp_min;

void far g02ge'-min (void)
I temp_min= minutes;

gotoxy(20,19);
printf("%5d", temp_min);
gotoxy(l7,18);
printf("getting min: ");
restartJimer(lowprio,time_out,keyboard_handler,vijfsec);
NEWSTATE= get_min;

I
stetie int temp_sec;

void far g02ge'-sec (void)
I temp_sec = seconds;

gotoxy(20, I9);
printf("%5d", temp_sec);
gotoxy(l7,18);
printf("getting sec: "); .
restartJimer(lowprio,time_out,keyboard_handler,vijfsec);
NEWSTATE= getsec;

stetie int temp_day;

void far g02ge'-day (void)
I

chef ·ConverCdayOnt);

temp_day = days;
gotoxy(20,19);
printf("%s",Converl_day(temp_day));
gotoxy(l7,18);
printf("getting day: ");
restartJimer(lowprio,time_out,keyboard_handler,vijfsec);
NEWSTATE= getday;

stetie signed int tempJemp;

void far g02ge'-progr(void)
I
tempJemp=O;
gotoxy(20,19);
printf("%5d", tempJemp);
gotoxy(l7,18);
printfl"~ettin~ temp: ");



restartJimcr(lowprio, time_ou\, keyboardJwldler, vijfsec);
NEWSTATE= getprogr;
I
void far incrsec (void)
(
temp_sec= tttemp_sec % 60;
gotoxy(20, 19);
printf('%5d', temp_sec );
restartJimcr(lowprio, time_out, keyboardJlandler, vijfsec);
I
void far incrmin (void)
I

temp_min= tttemp_min % 60;
gotoxy(20,19);
printf("%5d', temp_min);
reslartJimcr(lowprio, time_ou\, keyboard_handler, vijfsec);
I
void far incrhour (void)
I
temp_hour=tttemp_hour % 24;
gotoxy(20,19);
printf('%5d',temp_hour );
reslartJimcr(loWPrio, time_ou\, keyboard_handler, vijfsec);
I
void far incrday (void)
I
e:hef ·Convert_day(word);

temp_day=tttemp_day % 7;
gotoxy(20,19);
printf( '%s',Convcrtday(ternp_day));
reslart_timcr(lowprio, time_ou\, keyboard_handler, vijfsec);
I
void far incrtemp (void)
I

ternpJemp= ++tempJemp;
gotoxy(20,19);
printf("%5d", tempJemp);
reslartJimcrOoWPrio, time_out, keyboard_handlcr, vijfsec);

void far decrsec (void)
I
temp_sec=(temp_sec+59) % 60;
gotoxy(20,19);
printf( '%5d",temp_sec );
reslartJimcr(lowprio, time_out, keyboard_handler, vijfsec);
I

void far decrmin (void)
t
temp_min:(temp_min+59) % 60;
gotoxy(20.19);
printf( '%5d". temp_min );
restartJimcr(lowprio, time_out, keyboard_haOOler, vijfsec);

void far decrhour (void)
I
temp_hour={temp_hourt23) % 24;
gotoxy{20,19);
printf( "%5d", temp_hour );
restartJimer(lowprio, time_out, keyboard_handler, vijfsec);
I
void far decrday (void)
(
e:hef ·Convertday(word);

temp_day=(temp_day+6) % 7;
gotoxy(20.19);
printf( "%s", Convert_day(temp_day));
restartJimer(lowprio, time_out, keyboard_handler, vijfsec);
I
void far decrtemp (void)
I

tempJemp = --tempJemp;
gotoxy(20,19);
printf("%5d", tempJemp);
restartJimer(lowprio, time_out, keyboard_handler, vijfsec);

void far send_time (void)
I
message(highprio, selJime. manageJime, keyboard_handler,

temp_sec,
temp_min,
temp_hour,O,O);

go2idleO;
I
void far send_day (void)
I

message(highprio, setday, manage_day, keyboard)andlcr, temp_day,O,O,O,O);
go2idleO;

I

void far sendJemp (void)
(
message( highprio. desiredJemp, controUeater, keyboard_handler, tempJemp, 0,0,0,0);
go2idle();
I
e:hef ·Converl_day ( word day_index)
I
stelie: e:hef ·day_arrav[7] =

{"monday ~
"tuesday '.
"wednesday ",
"thursday ",
"friday ",
"saturday "
"sunday "

I;
fetufn (day_array[dayjndex]);
I



");

else

ttsecs,.passed;

int round(f1oet x, floet y)
( float tempO;

float tempi;

tempO = x/y;
temp I = (tempO) - floor(tempO);

if (tempi != 0)
( if (tempi >= 0.5) retum (ceil(lempO)~

else retum (floor(tempO»;
)

else retum(floor(tempO»;

, .
• fllnclions 10 ptrform wilh control hemer •
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1••••••••••••••,

stetie signed int desiredJemperature;
stetie signed inl average_currenlJemperature;

void far compare temp (void)
I -

if (( desiredJempetature - average_currenIJemperature)>=I)
(
eventmsg(high{lrio, heater_on, environment, control_heater);
messageOowpno, display_heater. displayjnformation, control_heater,on,O,O,O,O);

I

I
eventmsg(high{llio, heater_olf, environment, control_heater);
messageOowpno. display_heater, displayjnformation, control_heater, olf,O,O,O,O);

)

void far set desired temp ( void)
I - -

desiredJemperature = Param_l;
message(1owprio. display_desiredJemp,displayjnformation, control_heater, desiredJernperature,O,O,O,O);

compareJempO;

void far detaverage (void)
I

stetie Int tempJ=20,temp_2=20.temp_3=20;

average_currentJemperature=Pararn_l;
tempJ=temp_2;
temp_2=temp_3;
temp_3=PararnJ; ,. cll1'Tent lemperatllTe .,

compareJempO;

, .
• flInc/ions 10 perform wilh environment...........................................,

F~i~;:?:~:;i~:~i:i~??;i;i?ii;i:;i~;;:~i~ii:~:~:~i~i~i~;i::ii::?i:::i:~:::::::i:::;:~:~:~t:~:::::::::i:::n::i:i:i~::i@i~i~:gi:i;i:im;;;;:;:~i':t:'..~~??;ii:;:fi;i:~:if::;:it?~i~timiiiii~;;;;i~if~;fii~tii?iiiiitii;iii:ii~i~i~;:?ii;;:;iiiiig'Wfii[TJfJ

void far go2warming_up (void)
I

eventmsg( highprio, env_state_changed, sampler, environment);
gotoxy(23,21);
printf("Environment State: wanning up
NEWSTATE= warmin~up;

void far go2cooling_down(void)
I

eventmsg( highprio,env_state_changed, sampler, environment);
gotoxy(23,21); .
printf("Environment State: cooling down");
NEWSTATE=coolin~down;

, .
• funclions for sampler....................................,
statie signed int secs_passed=O, currenIJemperature;
statie signed grOOient=-I;

void far calculateJemp (void)
I

currenIJernperature= currenlJemperature + (gradient·secs,.passed);
secs"passed=O;
message(highprio,currenlJemp, control_heater, sampler, currenIJemperature. 0.0,0,0);
message (lowprio, displaYJemp, displayjnformation, sampler, currenIJemperature,O,O.O.O);
restarUimer ( highprio, sarnpleJemp, sampler, SEC);

void far Incr_secs""passed (void)
(

I
void far change_rc (void)
(

currenlJemperature = currenIJemperature + (gradient • secs..Jl8ssed);
secs..Jl8ssed = 0;
if (gradient == I)

grOOient = -I;
else grOOien!= I;



Appendix B The elevator scheduler/controller

§ 8.1 Introduction

This example of the usage of the Message Based Operating System, MBOS, is taken from
[You891, in which one can find the essential model that has served as a basis for the
development of the system. After a short introduction to the problem, tbe implementation
model is given togetber witb tbe data dictionary. In tbis dictionary we have included tbe
corresponding 'c'-code of the eventually realised system. After that, a listing from tbe
program is given. We have included the following files:

• initproc.c, in which tbe processes and the data are initialised;
• procedur.c with corresponding header file procedur.h, in which the actual performed

functions are listed;
• statetbl.c plus corresponding header file statetbl.h, that describes the state tables.

These files together form the application layer around tbe operating system.

§ 8.2 Problem statement

The general requirement is to design and build a program to schedule and control four
elevators in a building with forty noors. This scheduling should be done in a efficient and
reasonable way.

There are two ways a job can be entered. First a passenger inside a particular elevator may
enter a destination noor by pushing buttons, one for every noor. A light bulb behind each
button should light up to indicate that the system has taken notice of the request and will stop
at the particular noor. This light must be tumed off if the request is serviced.

Second a would-be passenger can summon an elevator by pushing one of the two buttons
outside the elevators, one button for direction up, one for direction down. When a button is
pushed a light must also be illuminated to indicate that the system has taken notice of the
request. This light should be tumed off when thc elevator reaches the noor.

A summons request must be processed by the system in an eflicient way. This means that the
closest elevator, going in the right direction or parked at a tloor, must handle the request. A
sensor indicates if a elevator is ovcrloaded. In that case no further summons are to bc handled
by that particular elevator.

Every tloor has a sensor which signals the system that a particular tloor is reached by a certain
elevator.

The controller system generates commands for each of the elevator motors. The mechanical
part of the elevators will not obey any inappropriate and unsafe command from the program.
The computer program can for example assume that when a floor is reached the elevator cage
is at the right position to load and unload passcngers. Any up/down command issued during
the time the elevator doors are opened, are just ignored until tbe conditions for safe movement
are met.
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These narrative requirements are firstly incorporated into an essential model. This essential
model can be found in [You89]. This system must somehow be made operational. Wc choose
to use MBQS as discussed in chapter 4 on a single processor system. i.e. a personal computer
with a 386DX microprocessor running on 33 MHz. The eventually realised system is a kind
of simulation of the real world. We make extensively use of timers, for example to simulate
the effect of starting a motor. When a motor must bc startcd, this is translated into the
(re)starting of a timer, which generates upon expÎIy a message, that is equivalent to the signal
from a floor sensor.

After this problem statement we present the resulting implementation model, together with the
data dictionary. We have tried to inc1ude corresponding lines of 'C'-code of the actual system
into this dictionary. After this implementation model we give also a listing of the software.
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Name Type
Description

both Data Element
a summons is entered for both directions

down Data Element
moving towards the earth

elevator_number Data Element
values 0-3 (so 4 elevators)

false Data Element
••

Date

11/11/92

11/11/92

11/12/92

11/11/92

floor_number
values 0-39 ( so 40 floors)

moving_down
moving towards the earth

moving_up
moving away from the earth

none
no summons entered

out-of-service
elevator is not operational

Data Element

Data Element

Data Element

Data Element

Data Element

11/11/92

11/11/92

11/11/92

11/12/92

11/11/92

parked Data Element
elevator has no job left and is waiting for a new job

stopping_on_the_way_down Data Element
elevator is moving down, but has stopped to service
a required floor

stopping_on_the_way_up Data Element
elevator is moving up, but has stopped to
service a required floor

true Data Element
••

11/11/92

01/19/93

01/19/93

11/11/92

up
moving towards the earth

Data Element 11/12192

at_fIoor Data Flow
• event to indicate that a certain elevator has reached
a new floor.

•

11/16/92

destination request
elevator_number + floor_number

Data Flow 11/12192

destination_indication Data Flow
floor_number
• information about on which floors will be stopped •

destination_request Data Flow
• event to indicate that a destination request is entered •

11/11/92

11/16/92
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Name
Description

destination_requesCreceived Data Flow
'" event, indicating that avalid destination is entered and
has to be serviced by the system '"

destinationsJ)ending Data Flow
'" event to indicate that there are floors which
require service

'"

Date

11/11192

11/11192

e/d
"''''

Data Flow 11/11192

elevator_available Data Flow
'" intemal event to indicate that a search has been
conducted for an elevator, and that this search
has been succesfuIl. This event is intemal and is not
translated into an eventmsg: intemally the state
of the process can be changed, depending on the result of
the search.

'"

11/11192

elevator_control
"''''

Data Flow 11/11192

elevator_not_available Data Flow
'" intemal event to indicate that a search has been
conducted for an elevator, and that this search
has not been succesfuil. This event is intemal and is not
translated into an eventmsg: intemally the state
of the process can be changed, depending on the resuit of
the search. (in 'c'-code: NEWSTATE =summons_schedule_pending)

'"

11/11192

floor_reached
elevator_number

Data Flow 11/23192

'" indicates that a required floor is reached by elevator elevator_number'"

overload Data Flow
'" sensor which can be interrogated by the transformation
and indicates if the specific elevator is overloaded. In
that case no more summons are allowed for this elevator

'"

reschedule_elevator Data Flow
'" event to indicate that a situation has ocurred,
which makes it necessary to reschedule the
remaining summons

'"

11/11192

11/12192

summons request
floocnumber + [upldown]

Data Flow 11/16192

summons_indication Data Flow
floor_number
'" information about which floors are summoned '"

summons_request Data Flow
'" event to indicate that a summons request is entered '"

11/11192

11/16192
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Name
Description

summons_request_received Data Flow
* event, indicating that avalid summons request has been
entered, which has to be handled by the system *

time_out Data Flow
* event to indicate that a certain elevator has not

moved and reached the next floor within a certain time.
When it had reached the next floor it would have stopped
the timer, but whenever is hasn't it must be assumed that
that there is something wrong. In the last situation the
elevator state becomes out-of-service, and any remaining
summons, which otherwise would have been serviced by this
elevator, are rescheduled.

*

Date

11/11/92

11/12/92

trigger
**

destination_requests
{ destination_request }

*
int destination_requests [4][40]

*

destination_schedules
{ schedule_info }

*
schedule_info destination_schedules [4]

*

elevator_statuses
{ elevator_status}

*
elevator_status elevator_statuses [4]

*

required_floor
{ floor_number }

*
statie int required_floor [4]

*

summons_requests
{ floor_info }

*
floor_info summons_requests[40]

*

Data Flow

Data Store

Data Store

Data Store

Data Store

Data Store

11/11/92

11/11/92

11/11/92

11/11/92

11/11/92

11/12/92

temporal data Data Store
* temporal data, extracted from the dataflow *

11/23/92

current_floor
floor_number

Data Structure

Data Structure

11/11/92

11/11/92
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Description

[truelfalse]

destination_request
elevator_number + floor_number

Type

Data Structure

Date

11/11/92

elevator_state Data Structure
[ moving_uplmovin~downlstopping_on_the_way_downi

stopping_on_the_way_uplparkedlout-of-service]

11/11/92

elevator_status
elevator_state + current_floor

•
struct elevator_status

{
Elevator_State elevator_state;
int cUITcnt_floor;
);

Data Structure 11/11/92

typedef struct elevator_status elevator_status
•

floor info Data Structure
summons_indication + [nonelupldownlboth] + elevator_numbcr
•
enum summons_direction {none=-l. summons_up, summons_down, both );
typedef enum summons_direction Summons_Direction;

struct floor_info
{
int summons_indication;
Summons_Direction summons_direction;
signed int elevator_number;
);

typedef struct floor_info floor_info
•

11/12/92

requesCindication
[truelfalse]

request_information
request_indication + request_source

•
struct request_information

{
int request_indication;
Request_Source request_source;
) ;

Data Structure

Data Structure

11/11/92

11/12/92

Data Structure

typedef struct request_information request_information
•

request_source
•
enum request_source { no_source=-l, summons, destination, summonsdestinations );
typedef enum request_source Request_Source;
•

11/11/92

schedule_info Data Structure 11/12/92
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Description

{ request_infonnation } + descpending

...
struct schedule_info

{
request_infonnation floor [40];
boolean dest_pending;
} ;

typedef struct schedule_info schedule_info
...

summons_indication
[truelfalse]

Type

Data Structure

Date

11/11/92

clear completed destinations Process
void clear_completed_destinations(void)
{
int current_floor;

current_floor=clcvator_statuscs[Param_l].current_floor;
destination_requests[Param_l][current_floor]=0;

display_dcstinationJequestsO;

11/23/92

clear completed summons
void clear_complcted_summons (void)
{
int current_floor;

Process 11/23/92

current_floor = elevatocstatuses[Param_l].currenCfloor;

summons_requests[currcnt_floor].summons_direction= none;
summons_requests[currencfloor].elevator_number= undefined;
summons_requests[current_floor].summons_indication= 0;

display_summons_requcstsO;
}

clear summoned destinations Process
void clear_summoned_destinations ( void )
{
int i,j;

for (i=0;i<4;i++)
{
if (elevatocstatuses[i].elevatocstate == outofservice)

(
for (j=0;j<40;j++)

{
if (dcstination_schedules[i].floor[j] .request_source == summons)

{
destination_schedules[i].floor[j].request_source = no_source;
destination_schedules[i].floor[j].request_indication = 0;
summons_requestsül.elevatocnumber = undefmed;
}

}

11/23/92
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I
schedule_summonsO;

Type Date

control destination request Process
state focmanage_destination_requests [] =
(
( destination_request, store_destination_requests I,
( floor_reached, clear_completed_destinations I,
( DEF ,dummy I

I

control destination schedule Process
state for_manage_destination_schedule [] =
(

( destination_requescreceived, schedule_destination_requestI,
( floocreached, update_destination_schedule I,
( DEF , dummy I

I

11/23192

11/23192

control elevator movement
state for_control_elevator [] =
(

Process 11/23192

( destinations_pending, determine_required_direction_and_floor I,
( at_floor, compare_floor ),
( time_out, go2out_oCservice I,
( DEF, dummy I

I

control summons request Process
state for_manage_summons_requests [] =
(

( summons_request, store_summons_request I,
( floocreached, clear_completed_summons I,
{DEF , dummy I

I

control summons scheduling Process
state for_manage_summons_schedule [] =
(

( summons_requescreceived, schedule_summons I,
(reschedule_elevator , clear_summoned_destinations I,
{ DEF, dummy I,

I

state summons_schedule_pending [] =
(

( floor_reached, schedule_summons I,
{ DEF, dummy I,

I

determine required direction Process
boolean find_next_upward_floor ( int current_floor)
(
boolean next_floor_not_found=true;
int i;

for (i=current_floor;((i<40)&&nexCfloor_notjound); i++)
(
if (destination_schcdules[Param_l].floor[i].request_indicatio11 = 1)

11/23192

11/23192

01/19193
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{
next_floor_not_found = faIse;
required_floor[Param_l) = i;
}

}
return ( next_floor_not_found);
};

Type Date

/*--------------------------------------------------*/

boolean fmd_next_downward_floor ( int current_floor)
{
booIean next_floor_not_found= true;
int i;

for (i=current_floor;«i<40)&&(i>=O)&&next_floor_nocfound); i--)
{
if (destination_scheduIes[Param_l].floor[i].requesUndication == 1)

{ .
next_floor_not_found = faIse;
required_floor[Param_l] = i;
}

}
retum( next_floor_not_found);
};

/*--------------------------------------------------*/

void detennine_required_direction_and_floor (void)
{
int current_floor;
statie int k=O;
booIean next_floor_not_found;
booIean find_next_upward_floor(int);
booIean find_next_downward_floor (int);

current_floor= eIevator_statuses[Param_l).current_floor;
nexCfloor_not_found = true;

if (eIevator_statuses[Param_l].eIevator_state== moving_up 11
eIevator_statuses[Param_I).eIevator_state== parked 11
eIevator_statuses[Param_l].eIevator_state = stopping_on_the_way_up)
{
next_floor_not_found = fmd_next_upward_floor( current_floor);

if (! next_floor_not_found)
{
eIevator_statuses[Param_I).eIevatocstate = moving_up;

restart_timer(highprio, (at_floor+Param_l +1), Convercevent2dataflow, vijfsec);
}

eIse eIevator_statuses[Param_l).eIevator_state= stopping_on_the_way_down;
}

if (eIevator_statuses[Param_l).eIevator_state= moving_down 11 eIevator_statuses[Param_l).eIevator_state==parkedll
eIevator_statuses[Param_l).eIevator_state == stopping_on_the_way_down)
{
next_floor_not_found = find_next_downward_floor(current_floor);
if (!next_floor_not_found)

{
eIevator_statuses[Param_l).eIevator_state = moving_down;
restarUimer(highprio, at_floor+Param_l+1, Convercevent2dataflow. vijfsec);
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}
else
{
next_floor_notjound = f1l1d_next_upward_floor ( current_floor);
if (!next_floor_notjound)

(
elevator_statuses[Pararn_I].elevator_state = moving_up;
restart_timer(highprio, aCfloor+Pararn_1 +I, ConverCevent2dataflow, vijfsec);
}

}
}

if (next_floor_notjound)
{
if (elevatocstatuses[Param_I].elevator_state == outofsexvice)

(
start_timer(highprio, at_floor+Param_1 +I, Convert_event2dataflow, vijfsec);
elevatocstatuses[Param_I].elevator_state = parked;

}
else

{
elevator_statuses[Pararn_I].elevator_state= parked;
stop_timer(highprio, (at_floor+Param_1 +1), Convert_event2dataflow);

}
}

display_elevator_statusesO;
}

display destination requests Process
void display_destination_requests (void)
( int i,j;

for U=0;j<4;j++)
{

for (i=0;i<40;i++)
(
gotoxy(29+i+i/5+i/10,9+j);
if (destination_requestsü][i]==I)

putchar(254);
else putchar(45);

}
}

}

01/19/93

display summons requests
void display_summons_requests (void)
{
int i;

Process 01/19/93

for (i=0;i<40;i++)
(
gotoxy(29+i+i/5+i/lO,5);
if (surnmons_requests[i].summons_indication == 0)

putchar(45);
else putchar(254);
gotoxy(29+i+i/5+i/lO,6);
if (surnmons_requests[i].elevator_number == -I)
putchar(45);

else switch (surnmons_requests[i].elevator_number)
{
case 0: putchar(48);break;
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case 1: putchar(49);break;
case 2: putchar(50);break;
case 3: putchar(51);break;
}

Type Date

go2out_of_service Process 11/23/92
void go2out_oCservice (void)
{
eventmsg(highprio,reschedule_elevator. Manage_summons_schedule, Control_elevator);
elevator_statuses[Param_l].elevator_state= outofservice;
stop_tirner(highprio, (at_floor+Param_l+1), Convert_event2dataflow);
display_elevator_statusesO;
}

monitor elevator movement Process
This is implemented as a timer from the OS. e/d is
translated into (re)starting the timer and stopping
it.

schedule destination request Process
void schedule_destination_request ( void)
{
int i,j;

for (i=O;i<4;i++)
{
for (j=O;j<40;j++)

{
if (destination_rcquests[ilü] ==1)

{
dcstination_schedules[i].floor[j].requesUndication = 1;

if (destination_schedulcs[i].floor[j] .rcqucst_source==summons)
{
destination_schedules[i].floor[j].request_source=summonsdcstinations;
}

elsc
{
dcstination_schedules[i].floor[j].request_source=destination;
}

dcstination_schedules[i].dest_pending=truc;
message(highprio,destinations_pending, Control_elevator,

Manage_destinations_schedule, i,O,O,O,O);
};

};

};

display_destination_schedulesO;

schedule summons Process
void schedule_summons (void)
{
boolean elevator_not_selected, temp_array[4];
boolean not_overload[4] = {true,true,true,true};
boolean correct_direction, not_passed;
int i,k,j,required_direction,lastJesult,result,closest_elevator;

11/23/92

01/19/93

01/19/93
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NEWSTATE=focmanage_summons_schedule;

for (i=O;i<40;i++)
(
if «summons_requests[i].elevator_number ==-1)

&& (summons_requests[i].summons_indication =1)
(
required_direction= summons_requests[i].summons_direction;
elevator_not_selected= true;
for (k=O;k<4;k++) temp_array[k]=true;

for U=O;(U<4)&&(eievator_nocseiected»;j++)
(
last_result=100;
for (k=O;k<4;k++)

{
if (temp_array[k]==true)

(
result= abs(elevator_statuses[k].current_floor - i);
if (result< last_result)

{
last_result=result;
closest_elevator=k;
}

/* closest elevator found, but is it going in the right direction, or has it passed ?
this elevator should not be out-of-service too */

correct_direction= « required_direction == elevator_statuses[closest_elevator].elevator_state)
11 (elevator_statuses[closest_elevator].elevator_state == parked»;

not_passed = false;
if « elevatocstatuses[closest_elevator].elevator_state == moving_up)

&&(elevator_statuses[closest_elevator].current_floor <i»
not_passed = true;

if «elevator_statuses[closest_elevator].elevator_state = moving_down)
&&(elevator_statuses[closest_elevator].current_floor >i)

not_passed = true;
if (eievator_statuses[closesceievator].elevator_state == parkcd)

not_passed = true;

if «correct_direction) && (not_passed) && (not_overload»
{
/* this is the elevator, most suitable for this job */
destination_schedules[closest_elevator].floor[i].request_indication=1;

if (destination_schedules[closest_elevator].floor[i].request_source == destination)

destination_schedules[closest_elevator].floor[i].request_source = summonsdestinations;
else destination_schedules[closest_elevator].floor[i].request_source = summons;

destination_schedules[closest_elevator].dest_pending = true;

summons_requests[i].elevator_number = closest_elevator;

message(highprio. destinations_pending. Control_elevator.
Manage_summons_schedule,closest_elevator,O,O.O,O);

elevator_not_selected = false;
}
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Process

else
{
temp_array[closest_elevator) = false; /* this elevator was not right */
if (j==3) /* this last possible elevator was also not available */

{
NEWSTATE = summons_schedule_pending;
}

}
}

display_summons_requestsO;
display_destination_schedulesO;
}

separate data from event
*
This transformation sepfU"ates data from event. It's a service
offered by the Operating System. Whenever a message is detected
by the OS it's copied into global variables ( here indicated by
the datastore 'temporal data'), and can he accessed by any function.
After this, the OS searches through the statetabie of the receiving
process, to fmd out which function has to be carried out, i.e which
transformation has to be triggered. This depends on the state the
receving process is in.

*

11/23/92

store destination requests
void store_destination_requests (void)
{
boolean on_floor;

Process 01/19/93

on_floor = «elevator_statuses[Param_l).current_floor == Param_2)
&&(elevator_statuses[Param_l).elevator_state == parked»;

if (!on_floor)
{
destination_requests[Param_1 )[Param_2)=1;
display_destination_requestsO;
eventmsg(highprio, destination_request_received,Manage_destinations_schedule,

Manage_destinations_requests);

store summons request
void store_summons_request (void)
{
boolean on_floor = false;
int i;

Process 01/19/93

for (i=O;i<4;i++) /* check if a elevator is already on floor */
{
if «elevatocstatuses[i).current_floor == Param_l)&&

(elevator_statuses[i).elevator_state == parked»
on_floor = true;

/* if not: store request */
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summons_requests[Param_l].summons_indication = 1;
summons_requests[Param_l].summons_direction = Param_2;

eventmsg(highprio, summons_requestJeceived, Manage_summons_schedule,
Manage_summons_requests);

display_summons_requests 0;
}

update &compare floor
void compare_floor (void)
(

Process 01/19/93

if (elevator_statuses[param_l].elevator_state=moving_up)
++elevator_statuses[Param_l).current_floor;

if (elevator_statuses[Param_l].elevator_state==moving_down)
-- elevator_statuses[Param_l] .current_floor;

gotoxy(20,24); .
if (required_floor[Param_l] == elevator_statuses[Param_l].current_floor)

(
printf("%s%2d%s",''\n Elevator", Param_l, " has reached required floor ");
destination_schedules[Param_l] .floor[required_floor[Param_l]] .requesUndication=O;
if (elevator_statuses[Param_l] .elevator_state=moving_up)

elevator_statuses[Param_l] .elevatocstate = stopping_on_the_way_up;
else elevator_statuses[Param_l].elevator_state = stopping_on_the_way_down;

message(highprio,floor_reached, Manage_summons_requests,Control_elevator,
Param_l,O,O.O.O);

message(highprio.floor_reached. Manage_destinationsJequests.Control_elevator,
Param_l.0.0.0.0);

eventmsg(highprio,floor_reached, Manage_summons_schedule,Control_e1evator);
message(highprio,floor_reached, Manage_destinations_schedule,Control_elevator.

Param_l.0,O.0.0);
}

else
printf("%s%2d%s",''\nElevator'', Param_l, " has not reached required floor");

update destination schedule
void update_destination_schedule(void)
(
int j,current_floor;
boolean last_destination;

Process 11/23/92

current_floor= elevator_statuses[Param_l].current_floor;

destination_schedules[Param_l] .floor[current_floor] .requescindication=O;
destination_schedules[Param_l].floor[current_floor].request_source=no_source;

last_destination = true;
for (j=0;j<40;j++)

(
if (destination_schedules[param_l].floorU).requescindication ==1)

(
last_destination=false;
break;
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}
} ;
if (lasCdestination==true) /* no floor left */

destination_schedules[Param_l] .dest_pending=false;

};
display_destination_schedulesO;
}
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, .
•
• Sl'ATEfBL.H
• Declara/ions r! Sla/es
•...........................,
, .
• Here JOU sllould deciare 0/1 Sla/es •.....................................,
extem state far for_managOWlU11on.ucheduie [ ];
extem state far for_manage_destination_requests[ ];
extem state far for_managOWlU11onsJequests [ ];
extem state far focmanage_destination_schedule [ );
extem state far swnmons_schedule-pcnding [ ];
extem state far for_control_elevator [ ];
extem state far goinlLuP [ ];
extem state far goinlLdown [ ];
extem state far outoCservice [ ];

extem state far for_conversion [ ];

extem state far Idle [ ]:
extem state far SWIU110ns [ ]:
extem state far Destinations [ ];
extem state far GetjloorjouWlU11ons [ ];
extem state far GetjloorJor_destination [ ]:
extem state far Get_direction [ ];
extem state far Get_elevator [ ]:
extem state far ENEDIS [ ]:
extem state far getENEDIS [ ]:



,. .
o
o STATEfBL.C
o DecituationidejinitiOtl of the stale-Iab/es
o...............................................,
#include "c:'bartv~xtern.i"

, .
o Here the stale-tab/es tue dec/tued
o All tab/es shou/d end with {DEF,dummy} 0.........................................,
extern void far store_destination_req~esl!l ( void);
extern void far clear_completedjlestinations (void);
extern void far store_summons request (void);
extern void far clear completecCsummons (void);
extern void far scheaule destination_request (void);
extern void far uppate áestination schedule (void);
extern void far scheduTe_summons (void)i
extem void far clear summoned destinations (void);
extern void far determine requirëd_direction_and_floor (void);
extern void far compare Hoor (void);
extern void far g020utótservice (void);

extern void far get key (void);
extern void far go2Summons (void);
extern void far g02destinations (void);
extern void far g02getfloorjor_sum!l10ns (void);
extern void far g02getfloorjor_destlnation (void);
extern void far g02getelevator (void);
extern void far g02getdirection (void);

extern void far incrfloor (void);
extern void far decrfloor (voidt
extern void far incrdirection (void);
extern void far decrdirection (void);
extern void far increlevator (void);
extern void far decrelevator (void);
extern void far g02idle (voidt
extern void far send summons (void);
extern void far senádestination (void);
extern void far enabTë disable(void);
extern void far g02ENEDIS (void);
extern void far g02get elevator for ENEDIS (voidt
extern void far senclJ[atfloor-(volil);
extern void far sendJ_atfloor (void);
extern void far send_2_atfloor (void);
extern void far send_S_atfloor (void);

extern void far send time out 0 (void);
extern void far send-I!me=:ouü (void);
extern void far senátlme out 2 (void);
extern void far send)m(ouCS (void);

extern void far dummy(void);

, .
o slate for process Manage destinations requests 0........................•.........•..............,

I destination_request. store_destination_requests I.
I f1ooueached. cleauompleted_destinations I.
I DEF • dwnmy I

I:
, .
o state for process Manage summom requests 0
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••r ,

state for_manage_swnmonuequests [] =
I

I summonuequesl, store_swnmons_request J.
I f1ooueached. clear_completed_summons I.
I DEF • dwnmy I

I;
, .
• state for process Manage destination scheduJe •..................................................,
state for_manage_destination_schedule [] =
I

I destination_requesUeceived. schedule_destinationJequest).
I f100r_reached. update_destination_schedule ).
I DEF • dummy I

I;
, .
• States for process Manage summons schedu/e...........................•.......•............,
state for_manage_swnmons_schedule [] =
I

I swnmonuequesueceived. schedule_sumrnons I.
I reschedule_elevator • clear_summoned_destinationsl.
I DEF. dwnmy ).

I;

state swnmons_scheduleJ!ellding [] =
{

I f1ooueached. schedule_swnmonsI.
I DEF. dwnmy I.

);

, .
• State for procm contra/ elevator 0.......................•................,
state for_conlrol_elevator D=
I

I destinationsJ!ellding. detennine_required_direction_andJ1oor I.
I at_f1oar. compare_f1oor I.
I time_out. go2out_oCservicel.
( DEF. dwnmy I

I;
, .
• states for process kl!Yboard interface •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l •••••••••••••••••••,

state Idle IJ =
I



I key-pressed• geUey I.
I up • go2sununons I.
I down. go2destinations I.
I DEF , dwnmy I

]:

state Sununons n=
I

I key-pressed. geCkeYI.
I up • go2destinations I,
I down. go2idle I.
jok. go2getjloorjor_swnmons I.
I time_out. go2idle I.
( DEF. dununy 1

I:

state Destinations D=
I

I key-pressed, geUey I.
I up • go2ENEDIS I.
I dOwn. go2swnmons I.
I time_out. go2idle I.
I ok • go2geCeievator I.
( DEF. dummy I

);

state Getjloorjor_sumrnons n=
I

I key"'pressed, geCkey).
I up. mcrfloor )•
I down, decrfloor I.
( ok. go2geCdirection l.

Itime_out. go2idle ).
DEF. dununy I

I;

state Getdirection D=
I

I key-pressed. geCkey].
I up • incrdirectionl.
I down • decrdirection I.
I time_out. go2idle I.
(ok • send_surmnOllS l.
( DEF • dununy I

I:

state Get_elevator II =
I

I key-pressed, geCkey).
I up • increlevator I.
I down • decrelevator I.
I time_out, go2idle I.
I ok • go2getjloorjocdestination I.
I DEF • dummy l

I:

state Getjloorjor_destination II =
I

I keY"'pressed. getkeyl,
I up. mcrfloor ).
I down. decrfloor I,
I ok, send_destinationl,
I time_out. j!;o2idle ).

I DEF, dwnmy
I:

state ENEDIS [] =
I

I key_pressed, get_key).
I up. go2idleI.
I down. go2deSlinations].
10k. go2getelevator}or_ENEDlSI,
I time_out. go2idle I.
I DEF. dwnmyl.

I:

state getENEDIS [J=
I

I key_pressed. gel_keyl.
I up, increlevator I.
I down. decrelcvator).
{ ok, enable_disable}.
I time_out. go2idlel.
( DEF,dununyl

I:
, .
• stale f()f process COlivert evenr2dalajlow •...........................•......................,
state for_conversion I] =
I

I atjloor_O. send_O_atjloorl.
I atjloor_l. send_l_atJloorl.
I atjloor_2. send_2_atjloorl.
{ atjloor_3, send_3_atjloorl.
{ time_out_O. send_time_out_OI.
I time_out!, send_time_out_ll.
I time_out2, sendJime_out21.
I time_out3, sendJime_ouUI.
I DEF. dwnmy I.

I:



Î1IIler[i).Used=FREE;
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, .
•
• INrrPROC.C
• Initia/ues processes. timers.
• buffers /llId message-queues.
•...................................,
#include "c:\bartv'4:xtem.i"
#include "c:\bartv~rocedur.h"

extem floorjnfo swnmollUequesls 1I;
extem elevatoutatus elevator_statuses [);

void far initprocess(void)
(

byte i.Buffref;

, .
• Here you should initia/ise your procems. •.............................................,
Process[keyboard_handler).PubIStat=RUNNING;
Process[keyboard_handler).State= Idle;
Process[keyboard_handler).Substate= 0;

Process[Manage_destinationuequests).PubIStat=RUNNING;
Process[Manage_destinationUequests).State= focmanage_destination_requests;
Process[Manage_destinations_requests].Substate= 0;

Process[Manage_summonuequests).PubIStat=RUNNING;
Process[Manage_summonUequests).State= founanage_sununollS_requesls;
Process[Manage_summonuequests).Substate= 0 ;

Process[Manage_destinationochedule].PublStat=RUNNING;
Process[Manage_destinationochedule).State= for_manage_destinatioll_schedule;
Process[Manage_destinations_schedule].Substate= 0;

Process[Manage_summons_schedUlej.PubIStat=RUNNING;
Process[Manage_summons_schedule .State= for_manage_sununons_schedule;
Process[Manage_sununons_schedule).Substate= 0;

Process[Control_elevator].PubIStat=RUNNING;
Process[Control_elevator].State= for_control_elevator;
Process[Control_elevator).Substate= 0;

Process[Convert_evenI2dataflow).PubIStat=RUNNING;
Process[Convert_event2dataflow).State::: fouonversion;
Process[ConveICevenI2dataflow].Substale=O;

,. Sint .,
Process[SINK).PubIStat = BLOCKED;

for (i=0 ; i<MAXTIMER ; i++) ft free all timers .,
I

I;

for(Buffref=O;Buffref<NUMBUF;Buffreftt) ,. free all buffers .,

Ram.Used[Buffref]=FREE;
Ram.Buffer[Buffref].length=O;

for(i=O;i<=MAXPRIO;i++) ,. Initia/ize the message queues .,

InLecMen lil =0;
InBcMen [i) =0;
LargoFifo[i) =0;

for(i=0;i<40;i++)
I swnmoIlUequests[i].elevator_number = -I;

summolluequests[i).swnmollS_direction = -I;
);

for(i=0;i<4;i++)
elevalor_slaluses[i).elevalou1ale = 2;
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, .
•
• PROCEDURH
• DejiniliOfls for procedur.c
•.................................,
.num sumrnons_direction {none=-l, SwrunOIlS_Up, sumrnollS_down. both };
typed.f .num swrunollS_direction SwrunollS_Direction;

stMt floorjnfo
t
int sumrnonsjndication;
SwnmollS_Direction swnmollS_direction;
signed int elevator_nwnber;

I;

typed.f stMt floorjnfo floorjnfo;

.num elevatoutale I movin~up, moving",.down, parked. slopping",.on_the_way_up, slopping_onJhe_way_doYon. oulofservice I;
typed.f .num elevator_stale E1evator_Slale;

stMt elevator_status
(
Elevator_Stale elevalor_state;
int currenl_floor;

I;

typed.f struct elevator_status elevalor_status;

.num requestsource I no_source=-1, swnmons, destinalion, summonsdestinaliollS I;
typed.f .num requestsource RequestSource;

struct requestinformalion
(
int requestjndicalion;
RequestSource requesUource;

);

typed.f stMt requestinformation requestinformation;

stMt schedule_info
I
request_informalion floor [40];
boolean dest-pending;

I;

typed.f struct schedule_info schedule_info;
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•
• PROCEDUR.C
• The procedures Ihal perfor", lhe
• oclions tilhe stale",ochines
•....................................,
#includ. <bios.h>
#includ. <dos.h>
#includ. <stdlib.h>
#includ. <conio.h>
#includ. <math.h>
#includ. "c:'bartv~xtem.i"

#includ. "c:\barlv\procedur.h"

, .
• lhis file conlains IM aclua/ procedwes.................................................,
# d.fin. undefined -1;

, .
• declaralions for g/obol variables.................................................,
int destination_requests[4J(40);
floor_info surnmonUequests[40);
elevator_status elevator_statuses [4);
schedule_info destination_schedules [4);
int time = vijfsec;

, .
• FuncliOlls /() per/or", with keyboard llandler •
.................................1 ,

void getkey (void)
(

unsigned int key_mlly;
Int character, scan_code;

key_entry= bioskey(O);
character= key_entry & 0xFF;
scan_code:: key_mIJ}' » 8;
gotoxy(29.23);

il (character==O) switch (scan_code)
[ CIS' Ox48: evmtrnsg(highprio, up, keyboard_handler, keyboard_handler);

printf(" Up-arrow pressed ");
break;

eest OxSO: eventrnsg(highprio, down, keyboard_handJer, keyboard_handler);
printf(" IÀlwn-arrow pressed ");
break;

il (scan_code==Oxlc)
I
eventmsg(highprio. ok, keyboard_handler, keyboard_handIer);
frintf(" OK pressed ");

il (character=='q') I vectunsetO;
clrscrO;
printf("Have a niee day !");

_exit(O);
I

il (character=='f) I il (time>=18) time = time· 9;};
il (character=='s') I time = time + 9;};
il (character=='h') I gotoxy(29,20);

printf(" Simulation halted");
gotoxy(29,23);
printf(" press a key ");
key_entry=bioskey(O);
gotoxy(29,23);
printfr ");
gotoxy(29.20);
printf(" ");

I

,._--------_ _ _.._._----_._-_.,
void go2idle (void)
(

stopJimerOowprio, time_out, keyboard_handIer);
gotoxy(29,20);
printf(" going to idle ");

NEWSTATE= !dIe;
I
,._------._-_._._.._.--._._..__.,
void go2summons (void)
I

gotoxy(29,20);
printf(" going to surnmons ");
restart_timer(lowprio, time_out,keyboard_handler,vijfsec);

NEWSTATE=Summons;
I
,.._--_._------_._----_._..,
void go2destinations (void)
(

gotoxy(29.20);
printf(" going to destinations");
restartJimer(lowprio.time_out,keyboard_handler,vijfsec);

NEWSTATE = Destinations;
I
,._._----------_._.__.,
void go2ENEDIS (void)
(

gotoxy(29.20);
printf(" going to disable ");
restartJimer(lowprio,time_out,keyboard_handler,vijfsec);

NEWSTATE = ENEDIS;
I
,.__.._------------------_..._...._-----_.._..,
statie int temp_floor;



void go2getfloorjor_summons (void)
I

gotoxy(29.22);
printf("%IOd". temp_floor );
gotoxy(29,20);
prinû(" get1ing floor ");
restarctimer(lowprio,time_out,keyboard_handler,vijfsec);

NEWSTATE= Get floor for SwnmOllS;I - --

1*--------------.,
void go2getfloorjor_destination (void)
I

gotoxy(29,22);
prinû("%IOd", temp_floor );
gotoxy(29,20);
prinû(" gelting floor U);
restart_timer(lowprio,time_out,keyboard_handler,vijfsec);

NEWSTATE= GetJ\oorJocdeslination;
I
,._---------_.,
8tetie int temp_elevator;

void go2getelevator (void)
I

gotoxy(29,22);
prinû("%IOd", temp_elevator);
gotoxy(29,20);
prinlf(" gelling elevatCl U);
restart_timer(lowprio,time_out,keyboard_handler,vijfsec);

NEWSTATE= Gecelevator;
I
1*----------_.,
void go2getelevatorjor_ENEDIS (void)
I
go2get elevator();
NEWSTATE=get_ENEDIS;
I,._---------_.,
stltie int temp_direction;

void go2getdirection (void)
I

gotoxy'(29,22);
prinû("%IOd"Jemp_direction);
gotoxy(29,20);
prinÛ(" getling direction U);
restart_timer(lowprio,time_out,keyboard_bandler,vijfsec);

NEWSTATE= GeCdirection;
I
,._---------------------_.,

void incrfloor (void)
I
tempJloor= Htemp_floor % 40;
gotoxy(29,22);
printf("%IOd", temp_floor );
restarlJimer(lowprio, time_out, keyboard_handIer, vijfsec);
I
,.-_.._.__.----.------_....._---._.----------- ._...,
void incrdirection (void)
(
temp_direction= Htemp_direction % 2;
gotoxy(29,22);
printf("%IOd", temp_direction);
restarlJimer(lowprio, time_out, keyboard_handler, vijfsec);
I
,._--------_._------_.._---------_._-------_.,
void increlevator (void)
I
temp_elevator=Htemp_elevator % 4;
gotoxy(29,22);
printf("%IOd",temp_elevator );
restarlJimer(lowprio, time_out, keyboarcthandler, vijfsec);

}

,._..-..._----------------_.-----_.,
void decrfloor (void)
I
temp_floor=(temp_floort39) % 40;
gotoxy(29,22);
printf( "%lOd",temp_floor );
restarlJimer(lowprio, time_out, keyboard_handler, vijfsec);
I

,._--------------------_.,
void decrdirection (void)
I
temp_direction=(temp_direction+l) % 2;
gotoxy(29,22);
printf( "%10d", temp_direction );
restarlJimer(lowprio, time_out, keyboard_bandler, vijfsec);

}

,._._--------_._._------_.,
void decrelevator (void)
I
temp_elevator=(temp_elevatort3) % 4;
gotoxy(29,22);
printf( "%IOd", temp_elevator );
restarlJimer(lowprio, time_out, keyboard_bandler, vijfsec);

}

,._..._-----------------._._-----------_._-----_.,
void send_destination (void)
I
messa~e(hi~hprio, destination_request, ManaRe_destinatiollSJequests, keyboard_handler, temp_elevator, temp_floor,O,O,O);
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goloxy(29.22);
print!(" ");
go2idleO;
I,.._-_.._----_.._---_..__.,
void send summons (void)
( -
message(highprio. swnmonuequest. Manage_swnmonuequests. keyboard_handler, tempjloor, lemp_direction,O,O,O);
gOloxy(29,22);
print!(" ");
go2idleO;
1
,..._-----_._---_.,
void enable disable( void)
I -
stopJimer ( highprio, (aUloor+ternp_elevator+1),ConveICevent2dataflow);
startJimer( highprio, (time_oul+17+ternp_elevator),COIlvert_event2dataflow. SEC);
gOloxy(29,22);
printf(" ");
go2idleO;
I
, .
• ftindiOtU 10 per/lXIII wilh Manage dtslinotiOtl reqllesls •........................................................,
void display-destinationJequests (void)
( int ~j;

lor fj=O;j<4;j++)
I

lor O=O~<40;i++)

I
~otoxy(29+i+i/S+i/I0,9+j);
if (destinaliOll_~uestsU)[i]=I)

putchar(254);
else pulchar(4S);

I

void dear_completed_destin ations(void)
I.
Int currenUloor;

current_floor=elevator_statuses[Param_I].current_floor;
destination_requests[Param_l][currenUl00r]=0;

display_destination]equestsO;

, .
• junclionl 10 per/arm wilh manage sllmmons requests
..........................................1 ,

void displaLsummons_requests (void)
(
int i;

lor (i=O;i<40;i++)
(
~otoxy(29+i+i/S+i/l0,5);
if (swnmonuequests[i].summollS_indicatiOll == 0)

putchar(45);
else putchar(254);
~otoxy(29+i +ilS+ill0,6);
if (swnmollS_requests[i].elevator_number == -1)

putchar(45);
else switch (swnmollS_requests[i).elevator_number)

I
case 0: putchar(48);break;
case I: putchar(49);break;
case 2: putchar(SO);break;
case 3: putchar(SI );break;
I

,._-------_..._._._------_.__.,
void store_summons.Jequest (void)
I
booJean onJloor = !a1se;
int i;

,._---------_.,
void store_destination_requests (void)
I
boolean OIl)loor;

lor (i=0;i<4;i++)
(
il ((elevaloutatuses[i].current_floor = ParamJ)&&

(elevatoutatuses[i].elevator_stale == parked))
on_floor = true;

,. check if a elevalor is already on f101K .,

OIlJloor = ((elevalor_statuses[ParamJ].currentJloor = Param_2)&&(elevaloutatuses[PararnJ].elevaloU1a1e == parked));

il (!OIljloor)
(
deslination]equests[Param_I)[Param_21=1;
display_destinatiOll_requests();
eventmsg(highprio. destination_request]eceived,Manage_destinations_schedule. Manage_deslinalions_requesls);
I

,..__._-_._--_._-_..._--.-...._--..,

il (!on_floor) ,. if nol: store request .,
[
summonuequests[Param_I].swnmollS_indication = I;
summonuequests[Param_I].summollS_direction = Param_2;

eventmsg(highprio. sununollS_requeSl]eceived. Manage_swnmOIlS_schedule. Manage_summonuequests);
display_summOlluequests 0;
I

,•.....-....__._----_._--------_._.----------.-.,



void c1ear....complelectsummons (void)
[
int currentJloor;

currenUloor = elevaloutatuses[Param_I].cwrenUloor;

swrunonsJequests[currentjloor].summons_direction= none;
swrunonsJequests[currentjloor].elevator_number= undefmed;
swrunons_requests[currentl\oor].summonsjndication= 0;

display_swrunons_requests();
I
, t.
• funcliMS 10 perform wilh manage destinaliM schedule •...............................•.........•.............,'
void display_destination_schedules(void)
I
int i,j;
void display_elevator_statuses(void);

tor r;j<4;j++)

tor (I=O;i<40;i++)
I
~otoxy(29+i+il5+ilI0,15+J);
if (destinatiOluchedulesU].floor[i].requestjndicatiOll==O)

putchar(45);
else putehar(254);
I

,._------------_.,
void updale_destination_schedule(void)
I

Int j,currentl\oor;
boofean lastdestination;

currentl\oor= elevator_statuses[param_I].currenUloor,

destinatiOll_SChedules[Pararn_Ij.f1oorlcurren\Jloor].requestj ndicatiOll=O;
destinatiOll_schedules[pararn_1 .floor currentl\oor].requesuource=no_sow-ce;

lastdestination = 1IUe;
tor ( j=0;j<40;j++)

I
if (destination_schedules[param_\l.floorl.J1.requestjndication ==1)

I
lastdestination=false;
break;

I
I;
if Oastdestination=true) ,. no f100r left .,

destination_schedules[Param_I].dest_pending=false;

display_destination_schedulesO;
I

,._-------------------------------- 0'
void schedule_deslination_requesl ( void)
(
int i,j;

tor (i=0;i<4;i++)
I
tor (j=0;j<40;j++)

I
if (destination_requests[i][j] ==1)

t -
destination_schedules[i].floorUl.requestjndication = I;

it (destination_schedules[i].f1oor[j].request_sow-ce=ummons)
{
destination_schedules[i].floor[j].request_sow-ce=summonsdestinations;
I

else
{
destination_schedules[i].floor[j].request_sow-ce=destination;

}
destination_schedules(i].dest_pending=true;
message(highprio,destinations-Jlellding, Control_elevator. Manage_deslinations_schedule,i,O,O,O,O);

);
I;

};
display_destination_schedulesO;

,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••t.
• funclions 10 perform wilh Manage summofU schedult
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••fl •••••••, ••••••••••••"

void schedule summons (void)
{ -
boolean elevator_notselected, ternp_array(4];
boolean notoverload(4] = (true,true,true,true);
boolean correctdirection, not_passed;
int i,k,jJequired_direction,last_result,result,closestelevator,

NEWSTATE=for_manage_summons_schedule;

tor (i=0;i<40;i++)
{
it ((sumrnonuequests[i).elevator_number = -I) && (swrunons_requests[i].surnmons_indicalion ==1))
(
required_direction= summonuequests(i).summons_direction;
e1evator_notselected= troe;
tor (k.=0;1c<4;k++) ternp_arraylk]=true;

tor ~=O;( (j<4)&&(elevator_not_selected));j++)

lasUesult=IOO;
tor (1c=0;1c<4;1c++)

(
it (temp_array(k]==true)

(
result= abs(elevatoutatuses(k].currentfloor . i);
if (result< lasUesuh)

I
lasUesult=result;
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c1osest_elevator=k;
I

,. dosest elevator jound, bUI is il going in lilt right direclion, or has il passed ?
llris elevator should nol he oUl-of-servü:e 100 .,

correcCdirection= (( require<tdirection == elevator_statuses[c1osestelevator].elevatol_state) 11
(elevator_statuses[closestelevator].elevatoutate == parked));

not"p!ssed = false;
if ((elevatoutatuses[c1osestelevator].elevatoutate == moving_up)&&

(elevatoutatuses[c1osest_elevator).current_noor <i))
nol...passed = true;

if ((elevatoutatuses[c1osestelevator].elevator_state == moving_down)&&
(elevator_statuses[closest_elevator).currencnoor >i))
not,.passed = true;

if (elevatoutatuses[c1osestelevator).elevatoutate == parked)
not,.passed = true;

if ((correctdirection) && (not,.passed) && (notoverload))
I
,. lhis is lilt eleWItor. most suilable jor lhis job ., .
destination_schedules[closest_elevator].noor[i].request_indication=l;

if (destination_schedules[closeste1evator].noor[i].requesuource == destination)
destination_schedules[closest_elevator).floor[i].request_source = summonsdestinations;

else destination_schedules[closestelevator).floor[i].requesuource = surnmons;

destination_schedules[c1osestelevator).dest,.pending = true;

summons_requests[i).elevator_number = c1osestelevator;

message(highprio. destinations,.pending, Control_elevator, Manage_summons_schedule.
closestelevator,O.O,O,O);

elevator_noCselected = false;
I

else
[
ternp_array[closesceievator) = false; ,. this elevator was not right .,
if 0==3) ,. this last possible elevl1lor was a1so nol available .,

I
NEWSTATE = surnmons_schedule,.pending;

I

I
I

,._--------_.,
void c1ear_summone<tdestinations ( void )
I
int i,j;

for (i=O;i<4;i++)
I
iI (elevatoutatuses[i].elevatoutate == outofservice)

[
for 0=0;j<40;j++)

I
if (destination_schedules[i].noorUl.request_source == surnmons)

I
destination_schedules[i).floor[j].request_source = no_source;
destination_schedules[i).floor[j].requesUndication = 0;
swnmonsJequests[j].elevalor_number = undelined;
I

I
schedule_summonsO;

, .
• junctions to perform with control elevator......................................................,
statie int required_noor [4);

void display-elevator_statuses(void)
I
int i,j;
boolean UP = false;
boolean DOWN = false;

for (i=0;i<4;i++)
{ gotoxy(20,20+i);

switch (elevatoutatuses[i].elevatoutate)
I
case 0: putchar(175);UP=true;break;
case I: putchar(174);DOWN=true;break;
case 2: putchar(186);break;
case 3: putchar(242~UP= true;break;
case 4: putchar(243);DOWN=true;break;
case 5: putchar(88);break;
I
j=elevatoutatuses[i).currentfloor;

gotoxy(22.20+i);
printf("%2d".j);

if (UP)
I if ((0=5)110=15)110=25)110==35)&&(destination_schedules[i).noorlj-I].requesUndication!=I»

(gotoxy(29+j+j/5+j/10.2.15+i);
putchar(45);
I

else
if((0==IO)110==20)1I0=30»&&(destination_schedules[i].noorO-I).requestjndication!=I»

Igotoxy(29+j+j/5+j/10-3,15+i);
putchar(45);
I

else
ifQ==O)
(
gotoxy(29+j+j/5+j/IO,15+i);
putchar(62);

}
else
il (destination_schedules[i].noorfj-I).requesUndication!=1)
{~otoxy(29+i+il5+i/1 !}-1.15+i);



'*-------------_..._-------------------------------*'

void determine_required_direction_and-'Ioor (void)
{

}
return( next_lloor_noUound);

I;

next_tloor_noUound = fllld_next_downward_f1oor(currentfloor);
if (!nextfloor_noUoood)

( .
elevator_statuses[param_I].elevator_state = movlll~down;

restartJimer(highprio. at_tloor+Param_1+1, Convert_evenl2datatlow, time);
}

if (!next_tloor_noUoWld)
I
elevator_statuses[Param_I].elevator_state = movin~up;
restartJimer(highprio, (atlloor+Pararn_1+I). Convertevent2datatlow, time);

1
els. elevator_statuses[Param)].elevatoutate= stopping_onJhe_way_down;

I . Iil (elevatoutatuses[PararnJ ].elevator_state= movm~down I elevatoutatuses[Param_I).elevatootate==parkedll
elevator_statuses[Param_I}.elevator_state == stoppin~on_the_way_down )
(

il (destination_schedules[Param_I].tloor[i].requestjndicalion == I)
I
nextfloor_notjoood = false;
required_lloor[Pararn_l] = i;

}

int currenttloor;
boolean next tloor not foood;
boolean fin(next_üpward_lloor(int);

boolean find_nextdownward_tloor (int);

currentlloor= elevator_statuses[Param_I].current_tloor;
nexttloor_noljound = true;

il (elevatoutatuses[Pararn_I].elevatoutate= movin~up 11 elevator_statuses[ParamJ].elevatoutate== parked 11
elevatoutatuses[Param_I].elevator_state == stoppin~on_the_way_up)

I
nexttloocnoUound = fllld_nextupward_tloor( currenttloor);

boolean find_nexLupwarctfloor ( int cmrent_tloor)
I
boolean next_tloor_noljound=true;
int i;

putchar(45);
I
goloxy(29+j+jl5+j/10.15+i);
putchar(62);

~ (DOWN)
I if «G==4)IIG==14)IIG==24)11(j==34»&&(destination_schedules[i}.tloorÜ+I}.requestjndication!=I»

[gotoxy«29+j+j/5+jll0)+2,15+i);
putchar(45);

I
els.
if«G=9)11(j=19)IIG=29»&&(destination_schedules[i}.floorU+l).requestjndication!=I»

(gotoxy«29+j+jl5+j/10)+3,15+i);
putchar(45t,

I
else
ifG==39)
I
gotoxy(29+j+jl5+jlIO,15+i);
putchar(45);
I
els.
if (destination_schedules[i}.fI00rÜ+I}.request_indication!=I)
I
gotoxy(29+j+jl5+jll0+1.15+i);
putchar(45);
I
gotoxy(29+j+jl5+jlIO,15+i);
putchar(60);

I
UP=false;
OOWN=false;

I
1
,*-----------*,

'or (i=currentfloor;«i<40)&&nexttloor_noljoWld); itt)
I
if (destination_schedules[PararnJ}.floor[i).request_indication == I)

I
nexttloor_noljoWld = false;
requirelttloor[PararnJ) = i;

I .
I

return ( nexUloor_noljound);
];

,*------------*,
boolean lind_nexUJownward_floor ( int currentfloor)
(
boolean nextfloocnotJoood= true;
int i;

lor (i=current_floor;«i<40)&&(i>=O)&&nexttloor_notjoood); i-ol
I

els.
{
nexttloor_notjoWld = fllld_nextupward_f1oor ( current_f100rt,
il (!nextfloor_notfound)

( .
elevator_statuses[param) ].elevator_state = movm~up;

restartJimer(highprio, at_f100r+Pararn_1 +1, Convert_evenl2datatlow, time);
I

}
il (nextfloor_notjound)

I
il (elevatoutatuses[Param_I].elevatoutate == outofservice)

I
startJimer(highprio. atfloor+Param)+I, Convert_event2dataflow, time);
elevator_statuses[param_1}.elevator_state = parked;

}
else

I
elevatootatuses[PararnJ I.elevatootate= parked;
stop_timer(highprio, (atfloor+Param_1+I), Convert_event2dataflow);



,
display_elevatoutatusesO;
I

,._---------------_.,
void compare_floor (void)
(

il (elevator_statuses[Param_I).elevatoutate==moving..up)
++elevatoutatuses[Param_1).DJlTentJloor;

il (elevator_statuses[Param_I).elevator_state=oving..down)
-- elevatoutatuses[Param_I].currenUloor;

il ( requiredJloor[Param_l] == elevatoutatuses[Pararn_l].eurrenUloor )
I
destination_schedules[Param_l).floor[required_floor[Param_l]].requestindication=O;
iI (elevatoutatuses[Param_l].elevatoutate==moving_up)

elevatoutatuses[Param_I].elevatoutate = stopping_on_the_way_up;
else elevatoutatuses[Param_l].elevator_state =stopping..onJhe_way_down;

message(highprio,flooueached, Manage_swmnonuequests,Control_elevator, Pararn_l,O,O,O,O);
message(hiçhprio,flooueached, Manage_destinationuequests,Control_elevator,Param_l,O,O,O,O);
eventrnsg(hiRhprio,floor_reached, Manage_summons_schedule,Control_elevator);
message(highprio,flooueached, Manage_destinations_schedule,Control_elevator,Pararn_l,O,O,O,O);

I

ft-----------·,
void go20utotservice (void)
(
eventrnsg(highprio,reschedululevator, Manage_summOllS_schedule, Controtelevator);
elevator_statuses[ParamJ].elevatocstate= outofservice;
stopJimer(highprio, (atfloor+Param_l+1), ConveICevent2dataflow);
display_e1evator_statusesO;
I

ft······················..····························• funelion: 10 perform wa1l Convert tvenl2dataflow.....................................................,
void send_O_at_floor (void)
(

message ( highprio, aUloor, Controtelevator, Convert_event2dataf1ow, 0,0,0,0,0);
I
,._----------_.,
void send_1_aUoor (void)
(

message ( highprio, aUloor, Controtelevator, Conveltevent2dataflow, 1,0,0,0,0);
I

,._-------------------_.,
void send_2_aCfloor (void)
{

messa~e ( hi~hprio, at_floor, Control_elevator, ConvelCevent2dataflow, 2,0,0,0,0);

,._----------------------.--_._-_.__.._.,
void send 3 at f100r (void)
I -- - -

message ( highprio, at_floor, Control_elevator, Converl_event2dataflow, 3,0,0,0,0);
I

,._---------------------------------------_.,
void send time out- 0 (void)I - - -
message (highprio, time_out, Control_elevator, Convertevent2dataflow, 0,0,0,0,0);
I

,.------------------------------------------------.,
void send time out 1 (void)I - - -

message (highprio, time_out, Control_elevator, Convert_event2dataf1ow, 1,0,0,0,0);
I

,.----------------------------------_.,
void send time out 2 (void)
( - - -
message (highprio, time_out, Control_elevator, Convert_event2dataflow, 2,0,0,0,0);
I
,._---------------------------------_.,
void send time out 3 (void)
f - - -
message (highprio, time_out, Control_elevator, Convert_event2dataf1ow, 3,0,0,0,0);
I
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